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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES

42 CFR Part 84
[Docket NIOStH>OS)
RIN 092G-AA 10

Approval Tests and Standards for
Closed-Circuit Escape Respirators
AGENCY: Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention , HHS.
ACTION : Final ru le.

This final rule announces
updated requirements that the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH or Agency), located
within th e Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) in the Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS or
Department). will employ to test and
approve closed-circuit respirators used
for escaping atmospheres considered to
be immediately dangerous to life and
health, including such respirators
required by the Mine Safety and Health
Administration (MSHA) for use in
underground coal m ines. NIOSH and
MSHA jointly review and approve this
type of respirator used for mine
emergencies under regulations
concerning approva l of respiratory
protective devices. NIOSH a lso
approves these res pirators for use in
other work environme nts where escape
equipment may be provided to workers,
such as on vessels operated by U.S.
Navy and Coast Guard personnel. The
purpose of these updated requirements
is to enable NIOSH and MSHA to more
effectively ensure the performance,
re liability, and safety of CCERs.
DATES: This .final rule is effective April
9, 2012. The in corporation by reference
of certain pu blications listed in the rule
is approved by the Director of the
Federal Register as of April 9, 2012.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: T im
Rehak, NIOSH National Personal
Protective Techn ol ogy Laboratory
(NPPTL), P .O. Box 18070 , 626 Cochrans
Mill Road, Pittsburgh, PA, 15236; (41 2)
386-5200 (this is not a toll-free
number) . Information requests can also
be submitted by email to
SUMMARY:

nioshdocket@cdc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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I. Background

A . Introduction
A closed-c ircui t escape res pirator
(CCER) technically defined as a closed
circuit, self-contained breathing
apparatus used for escape, is used in
certain industrial and other work
setti ngs during emergenc ies to enable
u sers to escape from atmospheres that
can be immed iately dangerous to life
and health. The CCER, known in the
mining industry as a se lf-con tai n ed self
rescue r, is used by miners to escape
dangerous atmospheres in m ines. It is
also used by certai n Navy and Coas t
Guard personnel. such as crews working
below decks on vessels, where it is
referred to as an emergency escape
breathing device, and in the railroad
industry, where it is known as an
emergency escape breathing apparatus.
T o a lesser extent, it is al so used by
other workers who work underground
or in confined spaces, such as in
tunneling operations in the construction
industry.
CCERs are common ly worn on
workers' belts or stored in close
proximity to be accessi ble in an
emergency. They are relatively sm all
resp irators , typically the size of a water
ca nteen , which employ either
compressed o xygen with a chemical
system for removing exhaled carbon
dioxide from the breathing circuit, or a
chemical that both provides a source of
oxygen a nd removes exhaled carbon
dioxide. Users re-breathe their
exha lation s after th e oxygen and carbon
dioxide levels have been restored to
suitable leve ls, whi ch dist inguishes
these "closed-circuit" respirators from
"open-circuit" respirators , which vent
each exhalation. The total capacity for
oxygen s uppl y and carb on dioxide
removal vary by respirator model to
address djfferent work and escape
needs. The greater the oxygen supply
capacity of a respirator , the larger the
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respirator size and the less practical or
comfortable it might be to wear during
work tasks. Current models are encased
in hard , water-re sistant cases to protect
the respirators from damage by impact,
puncture, or moisture.
B. Approval of CCERs

NIOSH and MSHA jointly review and
approve such respirators for use by
miners to escape hazardous
atmospheres generated during
emergencies in underground coal mines
(42 CFR 84.3). NIOSH currentl y
approves or certifies CCERs under 42
CFR Part 84-Approval of Respi ratory
Protective Devices, Su bpart H-Self
Contained Breathing Apparatus, as
closed-circuit appara tus for "escape
only." Subpart H also sp eci fi es
requirements for other related, but
distinct, types of respirators, including
open-circuit escape respira tors and
respirators (closed- and open-circuit)
used by rescuers responding to an
emergency ("entry" and " entry and
escape" apparatus); none of those other
types of respirators are covered by this
rulemaking.
C. Need for R ulem aking

This final rule addresses problems
that have been identified by NIOSH and
users regarding CCERs and is intended
to:
• Reduce reliance on human testing
of devices, which is difficult to conduct
precisely and consistently and to
replica te, through the use of a machine
based testing regime that can be
accura tely and completely calibrated
and produces replicable results;
• Establish new performance-based
standards for the quality of the
breathing supply produced by the
CCER, based on the best available
physiological research;
• Replace the measurement of th e
duration of breathi ng gas su pplied with
the measurement of the volume of
breathing gas supplied (in liters of
oxygen) as a prin cipal certificati on
parameter. CCERs are presently
approved as providing a specified
duratio n of breathing gas based on the
performance of test subjects, but this
can be mi sleading since the actual
durations of breathing gas received by
users du ring escapes ca n differ
substantia ll y from those received by test
subjects;
• Require des ign features, as
necessary, to allow users to ch eck the
materi al integrity of a deployed unit.
This will make it easier fo r employers
and users to detect suspect units
through inspection and remove them
from service;

• Establish performance-based testing
requirements for durability since CCERs
are often used in relativel y harsh
environmental and handling conditions,
such as in coal mining; and
• Provide for the approval of new
"<lockable" CCER designs that woul d
allow the user to replenish the breathing
gas supply of th e CCER safely, reliably.
a nd qui ckly under escape conditions.
The final ru le will result in the
approva l o f CCERs that provide
improved protection over th ose
currently app roved under the existing
regulatory provisions and w ill facilitate
the introduction of new technol ogies.
D. Scope of the Rulemaking

This rulemaking applies onl y to
closed-circuit escape respirators. It will
establish a new Subpart 0 codifying
n ew testi ng and approval requirements
for these respirators, replacing all
testing and approval requirements of 42
CFR Part 84. Subpart H. that ar e
uniquely applicable to closed-circuit
escape respirators used only fo r escape.
This rulemaking will not alter the
testing and approval requirements
applicable to the other typ es of
respirators included under Subpart H.
E. Effects of Rulemaking on Federal
Agencies

Federal ag encies may wish to
harmonize their policies and/or
regulations to be consistent with
NIOSH 's cha nge from the duration
based to capacity-based rating system.
Federal agencies that require training as
a compone nt of their respirator use
regulations may also need to assess and
perhaps modify that training in concert
with this ru le.
II. Summary of Public Comments
On December 10, 2008, HHS
published a notice of proposed
rulemaking (73 FR 75027) proposing to
update the require ments employed by
NIOSH to test and ap prove closed
circuit respirators used for escaping
atmospheres consid ered to be
immediately dangerous to life and
health. This class of respirators also
includes such respirators required by
MSHA for use in und erground coal
mines. HHS initially solicited public
comments from December 10, 2008 to
February 9 , 2009. On March 4, 2009,
HHS reopened the public comment
period from March 4, 2009 to April 10.
2009 and announced it would hold two
pu bli c meetings on the proposed rule on
March 16. 2009 and March 23, 2009 (74
FR 9380). HHS again reopened the
comment period from May 21, 2009 to
June 19, 2009 (74 FR 23814)
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HHS received comments from 14
organizations. including one labor
union repre sen ting coal miners, four
respirator manufacturers, one railroad ,
four trade associations. two federal
agencies. one state agency. and one
government technology consul ting
organizati on. One co mmen t was
received after the public com ment
period was closed and was not
considered. In developing this fi nal
rule, HHS considered the comments and
presentations at the public meetings.
Summaries of these comments
submitted to the docket and/or made at
th e p ublic hearings and the
corresponding responses from HHS are
provided below. The description of the
public comments and HHS's responses
are followed by Section IH. a description
of the rule and the cha nges made in
response to the comment received.
A. Need

Comment: HHS received several
comments regarding the need fo r this
rulemaking. One commenter suggested
that the proposed rule does not
sufficie ntl y address the range of
problems associated with closed-circuit
escape respirators. The commenter's
concerns related to matters outside the
scope o f this rulemaking, such as
compliance enforce me nt.
Response: HHS believes that while
the final rule may not reso lve every
issue in vo lving CCERs, it, along with
enhanced trai ning on the proper
inspection and use of deployed u ni ts,
will improve the protection provided by
CCERs to the workers who rely on th ese
devices to escape from environments
immediately dangerous to life or health.
As indicated in the notice of proposed
rulemaking preamble. HHS has relied
extensively on its investigations of units
take n from th e field to identify problems
that could be addressed through
improvements to the current
performance standards.
For example, a common problem
amo ng units deployed in various
industries. including maritime, is th at
the han dling of individual u nits tends to
physically degrade or di splace the
che micals necessary for oxygen
production and carbon dioxide removal.
This final rule addresses the issue of
degrada tion by establishing improved
per formance measures to ensure the
units are reasonably rugged and the user
is able to inspect the unit and readil y
identify units which fail th e
manufacturers' inspection crite ria.
Comment: Another commenter stated
that HHS presents no documentary
evidence from dev ice users to support
the need for the rulemaking.
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Response: HHS has taken this
the performance criteria under which
regulatory action in response to decades they were approved. 2 In some instances,
of reports from the field, from
th e designs of these respirators did not
undergroW1d coal miners in particular,
allow the user or employer to evaluate
which have demonstrated that
the condition of a particular respirator
expectations training cannot always
prior to its use in either an evacuation
prepare a user for the reality of how a
drill or an actual emergency. In
CCER will function in an actual escape.
response to the problems identified,
It is widely acknowledged that over the
respirator manufacturers have made
course of many coal mine disasters,
design improvements to allow persons
users have repeatedly reported that (a)
to check for certain types of damage.
units failed to work, (b) u nits appeared
However, such checks or indicators are
to work but stopped far short of the
not governed by current regulations and
expected 1-hour duration, or (c) the
do not exist in some of the respirators
decision to don a unit was delayed
currently available. The fina l rule
because fresh air was more than 1 hour
addresses these indicators which will
away.
simplify the inspection of units by
In N10SH's judgment, the current
employers and users and result in the
certification requirements might be
removal from service of those which
contributing to a risk communication
show evidence of exposure to
and risk management problem resulting conditions that may cause performance
in the situations indicated above.
problems.
N10SH is currently required to approve
This rulemaking also upgrades testing
thes e respirators as providing protection standards by more stringently verifying
for a specific duration 1 applicable to the the quantity and quality of breathing gas
particular class of respirator. Durations
supplied by approved CCERs. In certain
may be misleading to employers and
circumstances, particularly during a
users, however, because the duration for prolonged or highly energetic escape,
which a respirator will provide effective this type of respirator may provide the
protection i n the workplace, versus in
user with a constrained supply of
laboratory testing, will depend on the
oxygen and permit levels of carbon
body weight and physical condition of
dioxide that can feel W1Comfortable. The
the user and on the amount of exertion
upgraded testing standards provide
required by the escape. The heavier the
improved assurance that the levels of
user and the greater the exertion, the
oxygen and carbon di oxide will be
more rapidly the user will consume the
maintained consistently within tolerable
limited oxygen supply and exhale
limits throughout their use during an
carbon dioxide into the unit; the faster
escape. Together with effective training
this is done, the greater the likeli hood
to ensure that users are familiar with the
that the exhaled carbon dioxide will
particular breathing experience to be
accumulate excessively within the
expected
of this type of respirator, these
user's breathing zone, making breathing
improvements
should help to ensure
intolerable.
that workers can make full use of the
Since 1982, N10SH has received
respirators during an escape.
reports of incidents in which users
HHS is also improving on the existing
purportedly have not received the
standard by avoiding human test subject
duration of protection implied by the
variability in defining capacity and
approval. While such incidents could
have resulted from the respirator failing limiting its use in testing performance
to perform as approved, they might also characteristics. Use of the breathing and
metabolic simulator will ensure that
reflect limitations of understanding
neither th e capacity nor the
about the testing criteria regarding
performance test criteria are wholly
duration. Accordingly, this rulemaking
dependent on human subjects. which
eliminates the duration-specific
will establish a consistent and hence
approval, replacing it with a capacity
more reliable testing regimen.
rating system based on the quantity of
Comment: Finally, a commenter from
usable oxygen supplied by the model.
the maritime sector expressed concern
(See below for a more thorough
that the rulemaking and expenses
discussion of the change to a volume
associated with the replacement of
based standard).
In addition to what N10SH considers
currently-deployed un its were
a risk communication/management
unwarranted because HHS has not
problem, NIOSH field evaluations of
2
approved CCERs conducted
See, e.g. , Kyriazl N, Shubilla JP. Self-contained
self-rescuer field evaluation : seventh-phase results.
systemat ically and in response to the
Pittsburgh, PA: U.S. Oepartmanl of Health and
concerns of users have identified
Hwnan Services, Centers for Disease Control and
damaged respirators that failed to meet
Prevention. National lnslitute for Occupational
I

42 CFR 84.53.

Safety and Health; Ma.rch 2002. DHHS (NIOSH)
Publication No. 2002-127, RI 9656.

demonstrated that CCERs used on ships
are problematic.
Response: HHS does not expect the
promulgation of this final rule to be a
hardship on the maritime sector. The 6
year grandfather clause in the proposed
rule has been omitted from this final
rule, allowing units currently deployed
on ships to remain in service until the
end of their service life. To ensure no
disruption in the su pply of CCERS,
currently-approved devices may not be
manufactured and labeled as NIOSH
approved and sold after April 9, 2015.

B. Size
Comment: Seven commenters
expressed concern that the improved
standards might result in the production
of larger, heavier CCERs.
Response: HHS does not expect th at a
manufacturer would increase the size or
weight of a CCER design in response to
the new standards. It is possible that
manufacturers could enlarge certain
individual respirator designs or increase
their weight in order to meet the new
capacity rating standards and the more
effective eye protection requirements.
However, because most current CCER
designs include eye protection , HHS
does not expect an increase in either
size or weight solely for this reason.
Further, NIOSH bench testing on
currently-approved units demonstrates
that they can provide the same amoW1t
of oxygen as required by th e capacity
standards in this final rule. For
exam ple, current 1-hour units provide
80 liters (L) of oxygen, comparable to a
Cap 3 device; 10-minute units provide
approximately 25 liters of oxygen.
comparable to a Cap 1. The new
standards afford greater latitude
regarding potential variety in the
capacity of individual respirator
designs, given that each capacity rating
encompasses a range of oxygen volumes
(e.g. Cap 1 units can contain from 20 L
to 59 L of oxygen). This latitude s·h ould
promote designs that more closely meet
the varied capacity, size, weight , and
other requirements of different users,
occupational settings, and emergency
provisions and contingencies.
C.Scope
Comment: HHS received three
comments indicating that the scope of
the rulemaking should be expanded to
also include technical standards for
open-circuit escape respirators. Another
commenter concurred with the Agency's
approach, stating that limiting this
rulemaking to CCERs is warranted
because of the clear distinctions
between the two types of technology.
HHS also received a comment
demanding that the scope of the
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proposed rule address all aspects of
development, purchase, depl oyment,
tracking, and use of CCERs in coal
mines.
Response: N10SH is updating all of its
standards under 42 CFR Part 84 using
an incremental or modular approach.
The updating of CCER standards was a
high priority to the Agency and to users
and employers because of the extensive
concerns raised regarding this
technology. Open-circuit escape
respirators em ploy distinct technology
that is likely to require different changes
to the current standards . HHS intends to
address open-circuit escape respirators
in a future rulemaking.
Under 42 CFR Part 84, HHS
establishes applicable construction,
performance and respiratory protection
requirements for respirators. Section
84.3 describes MSHA's authority to co
approve respirators determined to be
suitable for use in mines. HHS does not
have authority to regulate the
deployment and use of CCERs in coal
mining or other industries.

D. Feasibility
Comment: HHS received one
comment stating that HHS has not
provided data indicati ng that it would
be feasible for CCER manufacturers to
produce designs capable of meeting the
new certification standard s before the 3
year cut-off date for sales of currently
approved models.
Response: CCER manufacturers have
provided extensive comments during
the development of this rule and have
not indicated this concern. As di scussed
below, this final rule omits the proposed
6-year grandfather clause limiting th e
duration over which currently approved
CCERs may continue to be used within
their prescribed service lives; as
discussed below under§ 84.301, the
final rule does not discoutiuue the
approvals of CCERs currently deployed
or sold within 3 years of the effective
date of this rule. Moreover, while the
rule provides incen tive for innovation,
it does not specify new performance
parameters that cannot be met by
existing technology.
E. State Stakeholders
Comment: One commenter indicated
that the Department's efforts to reach
out to sta te mine safety agencies on the
development of this rule were
inadequate.
Response: HHS reached out to all
stakeholders by providing numerous
opportunities to comment throughout
this rulemaking process. HHS
announced all public meetings and
opportunities to provide written
comment in the Federal Register during
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both the concept and rulemaking stages. the use of a terminology not recognized
by the mining industry resulted in that
During the concept development work
carried out by the Agency preceding this community not understanding the rule's
rul emaking, public meetings were held
potential impact.
Response: While the mining industry
to solicit in put from all stakeholders.
categorizes these devices under one
These meetings included participation
term, they are referred to as "emergency
from representatives of labor and
escape breathing appara tus " on
industry, other federal and state
railroads. and as "emergency escape
agencies, as well as manufacturers and
breathing devices" onboard ships. CCER
academia. Subsequently, during this
is the classification of this type of
rulemaking, the docket and public
respirator under any of these
comment meetings were open to all
designations. HHS will retain the
interested parties and included
classification " closed-circuit escape
participation by a consultant to the
respirator" because it is the technically
mine safety agency of West Vif15inia.
correct name of the devi ces to be
F. Railroads
consid ered for a pproval and because
HHS does not intend to impose one
Comment: Two commenters advised
HHS to consider the use of CCER by
industry's designation on other
rail roads.
industries that have their own. The use
Response: HHS acknowledges the use of the term "closed-circuit escape
of escape respirators by the railroad
respirator" in this ru lemaking does not
industry, and specifically recogn izes the in any way proscribe the use of the term
"self-contained self-rescuer" by
respirator requirements codified by the
manufacturers or the mining industry,
Rail Safety Improvement Acl (RSIA) of
2008 (49 U.S.C. 20166; Pub. L. 110-432, or other terms used by other industries.
sec. 413). While no final rule concerning This is consistent with the current
standard (42 CFR Part 84 , Subpart H),
escape respi rators have yet been
which does not refer to the devices as
promulgated under the RSIA, HHS has
"self-contained self-rescuers," but rather
considered the RSIA requirements in
"closed-circuit self-contained breathing
drafting this final rule. This final rule
apparatus."
does not conflict with the RSIA
respi rator requirements, which address
I. Section 84.301 Applicability to New
the supply of CCERs on railways but do and Previously Approved CCERs
not include design or performauce
Com ment: HHS received various
specificatio ns. The omission from the
comments on the proposed 3-year
final rule of the proposed 6-year
certification phase-in period for new
grandfather provision regarding the
devices
and the proposed 6-year
continued use of already deployed
grandfather clause for units purchased
CCER units should eliminate anv
prior to the effective date of the final
feasibility concern of the railroads.
rule. One commenter supported both
G. Training
the 3-year phase-in and the grandfather
clause. and opposed the option
Comment: HHS received two
comments questioning whether the new discussed in the notice of proposed
rule will affect the training given to coal rulemaking of omitting the grandfather
clause. whi ch could result in currently
miners.
approved CCER uuits remaining in the
Response: Such training is governed
field for 13-18 years (their potential
by MSHA, Department of Labor,
service life) following promulgation of
pursuan t to its authority under the
this final rule. One commenter
Federal Mine Safety and Health Act (30
requested that HHS include no phase-in
U.S.C. 952, 811), and codified under 30
period, and that instead manufacturers
CFR 75. 1504. The Agency has worked
should be prepared to suppl y new units,
with MSHA throughout the course of
approved under the final rule,
this rulemaking to ensure that MSHA
immediately upon promulgation. The
policies will be consistent with the
same commenter suggested that HHS
amendments to Part 84.
would otherwise exceed its authority
H. Section 84.300 Closed-Circuit
under the Mine Improvement and New
Escape Respirator; Description
Emergency Response (MfNER) Act of
Comment: HHS received three
2006 (29 U.S.C. 671(h), Pub. L. 109-236.
comments objecting to the use of the
sec. 6) by delaying the deployment of
term "closed-ci rcuit escape respirator"
new tec hn ologies. Two other
to identify the subject of this
commenters concurred with HHS
rulemaking. These commenters would
regarding the exemption of the
Department of Defense (DOD) from the
prefer to classify these devices as "self
contained self-rescuer,'' the term
6-year grandfather provision of the
commonly used by the mining industry. proposed rule, as proposed therein.
One of these commenters suggested that Finally, four commenters opposed the 6
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year grandfather clause for units
approved under the current standards.
They argued that the discarding of
CCERs with remaining service life
would be financially costly and
potentially infeasible, considering the
difficulties experienced by
manufacturers in producing sufficient
CCER supplies for the mining industry
under the expanded deployment
requirements promulgated by MSHA
under the MINER Act (30 U.S.C. 876
(E)(iii)).3
Response: HHS recognizes that recent
amendments to the statutory schemes
governing two of the three main users of
CCERs-mining and railroads-require
the deployment of substantially
increased numbers of units of escape
respirators. For example, the Rail Safety
Improvement Act of 2008 requires that
the Federal Railroad Administration i n
the Department of Transportation enact
regulations mandating respirators on
certain locomotives for all crewmembers
(49 U.S.C. 20166; Pub. L. 110-432, sec.
413). Similarly, the MJNER Act requires
mine operators to make additional
caches of respirators available to
workers, a provision which has been
implemented by MSHA and mine
operators. HHS also recognizes that the
relevant, industry-specific regulatory
agencies and DOD are authorized to
govern respirator use within their
specific industry domains and that their
authorizations differ.
Within 3 vears of the effective date of
this final rule , NIOSH will continue to
recognize respirators manufactured and
labeled as NIOSH-approved devices and
sold by manufacturers under the current
approvals as long as they continue to be
maintained and used in accordance
with the conditions of approval. It is not
appropriate for HHS, which is not
authorized to govern respirator use in
particular industries. to consider
requirements or limitations on tbe
continued use of approved CCERs that
are deployed currently or may be
deployed within the 3-year
manufacturing/labeling and selling
limitation of this final rule. Such
consideration would involve matters
outside of HHS's purview, including the
varying service life ranges of different
CCER designs currently approved by
NIOSH; the different storage,
maintenance, and use conditions;
differing feasibility concerns regarding
maintenance of an adequate supply of
'U.S. Government Accountability Office.
Additional guidance and aversigflt of mines '
emergency response plons would improve /he sofety
of underground cool miners. April 2006; GA0-08
424 a l 24. http://www.goo.gov/new.itemsl
d08424 .pdf. Accessed October 7, 2010.

CCERs; and the age ncies' different
statutory and regulatory requirements.
Eliminating the 6-year grandfather
period in th e final rule removes
potential economic costs 4 to employers
that could result from replacing or
retrofitting any respirator designs that
remain in use at their worksite but are
not submitted to NIOSH for retesting
under the new approval tests. This
change also fully addresses the
feasibility concerns raised in the public
comments. On the other hand, it allows
that some currently-approved CCERs
may remain in service for their entire
service life, unless the relevant
regulatory or purchasing agencies
determine otherwise. Designations of
service life for currently-approved
CCERs range from 10 to 15 years.s As
noted in the notice of proposed
rulemaking, these designations do not
account for the highly varied conditions
of storage and handling of CCERs across
different work environments. Through
extensive field studies evaluating the
condition of CCERs deployed in coal
mines, NIOSH and MSHA have found
that the actua l deployment duration of
current CCERs in coal mines tends to be
substantially less than designated, due
to wear and tear and damaging
environmental conditions. 6 In other
industries involving less physically
degrading conditions, CCERs may be
more likely to remain available for
deployment for their full service life.
With respect to the 3-year phase in
period, HHS recognizes the difficu lty
experienced by some manufacturers in
meeting the current demand for
respirators and the potential need for
design development and related
production line changes. The
Department finds that it would not be
feasible to require manufacturers to
redesign products and change their
production processes immediately upon
promulgation of the final rule.
Therefore, HHS has retained in the final
rule the proposed allowance for CCER
manufacturers to continue the sale of
manufactured and NIOSH-labeled
currently-approved CCERs for 3 years,
upon this rule's effective date. The final
•See Section fV.A of thi s preamble for a
discussion of potential oconomic costs.
5 0ne product has a service life oftS years. but
to achi eve this service life, it musl bo reconditioned
by the rnanufacturer at 10 years if slored and at S
years if carried.
o N!OSH evaluations of the physical condition
and performa nce of deployed CCERs are conducted
roulinely as a quality assurance measure and in
response lo complaints, concerns, and emergency
incidents. The findings of these evaluations are
documented in publishod Long-Term F'ield
Evaluations and NCOSH iniernnl reports: actionable
findi ngs provide the basis for remedies add.ressod
by NIOSH and the applicant.

rule has been changed slightly from the
language that was originally proposed,
to indicate that respirators must be
manufactured and labeled NIOSH
approv ed within th e 3-year deadline, as
well as sold by manufacturers within
that deadline, to ens ure that respirators
approved under the new standard are
integrated into the field as quickly as
possible.
As of the effective date of this rule,
NIOSH will only accept applications for
approval of CCERs under these new
standards. NIOSH believes there are
manufacturers who will be ready to
submit applications to meet the n ew
standards at that time and will do so to
enhance the marketability of their
products. In addition, the new rule
permits the introduction of new
technology, such as the <lockable unit.

f. Section 84.302 Required
Components, A ttributes, and
Instructions
Comment: HHS received various
comments regarding components
required to indicate specific types of
damage that might reduce the
effectiveness of the CCER unit. Two
commenters supported the provision in
its entirety; one supported the objective
but proposed that the indicators be
designed to minimize false positives
(when the indicator falsely indicates
there is a problem) and false negatives
(when the indicator falsely indicates
there is not a problem). One commenter
requested that all indicators be failsafe
(100 percent accurate in indicating
problems) and that indicators should
become permanently altered to indicate
material or functional degradation.
Anotber commenter suggested that the
rule should require an additional
indicator. specific to CCERs that use
compressed oxygen or chlorate candles ,
which would allow the user to verify
that the oxygen starter will activate.
Another commenter requested that
oxygen starters employed in CCERs be
required to include a pressure gauge.
Response: HHS has retained
requirements for indicators in certain
circumstances. These requirements are
intended to codify what has become
standard equipment on currently
approved respirators. Some types of
damage are obvious, but the purpose of
the indicators is to reveal critical
damage or unacceptable environmental
exposures that would not be otherwise
evident to users. Such indicators are
required only to address susceptibilities
of the particular CCER design and are
required only for those components or
attributes critical to the life-preserving
functions of the respirator. While it may
not be possible to build a device that
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cannot be broken , it is possible to build
a de vi ce that clearly indicates when it
should no longer be relied upon to
protect the wearer. HHS will require
manufacturers to include indicators that
unambiguously alert users to the
detection of damage or degrada tion.
These indicators will permit employers
and users to inspect units, and remove
from service those units that
demonstrate exposure to conditions that
may cause performance problems.
NIOSH will examine the accuracy and
reliability of indicators on a case-by
case basis. as this is an important
element of ensuring that they are
effective. A substantial potential for
false negatives would be of particular
concern since it might mislead
employers and users regarding CCER
units that should be removed from
service. A high potential for false
positives would also be problematic
because the employer might remove
undamaged units from service based on
the false indications, which has cost
implicatioos but also could impact the
credibility of the indicators, potentially
discouraging compliance. However, in
N10SH's experience-which includes
Long-Term Field Evaluations,
manufacturer audits , and investigated
field complaints-true false positives
are rare, as indicators are designed to
minimize their occurrence. CCER units
are knovm to experience performance
degradation after exposure to extreme
(as defined by the manufacturer) heat
and moisture; temperature and heat
indicators on c urrently-approved units
reliably alert users to exposures that
have the potential to cause a unit to be
unable to supply oxygen or scrub carbon
diox ide at sufficient levels to effect an
esca pe. The standard, as written, does
not require that an indicator alert the
user that the unit has sustained damage,
but that the unit has been subjected to
environmental conditions that could
cause damage to the unit. NIOSH will
validate indicators during the
certification process and through post
approval testing under its Long Term
Field Evaluation program disc ussed in
the notice of proposed rulemaking (73
FR 75027 at 75037, December 10, 2008)
and its Certified Product Investigation
Program. HHS agrees that manufacturers
should attempt to design indicators to
minimize false positives and negatives.
but will not require that standard in the
final rule. To enable NIOSH to
effectively evaluate the indicators, the
final rule text requires manufacturers to
provide NIOSH with informa tio n about
each indicator, including an expla nation
of how the indicator works, any relevant
data that will euable the evaluation, and

any tools used by the manufacturer to
evaluate indicator function .
In this final rule, HHS has added a
provision requiring an oxygen starter
indicator or other component to detect
certain damage or deficiencies to the
starter if it is a critical component t o th e
effective use of the CCER. For
compressed air star ters, this may mean
a pressure gauge; for a chemical starter,
it could mean a color change chemical
indicator observable through a port/
window; for anv unit, it could mean
instructions to ~bserve conditions that
may prevent intended activation and
release of the starter oxygen (i .e.,
denting or damage or a pulled or broken
starter pin) or an indicator of the starter
assembly's exposure to moisture ,
excessive temperature, g-force, or other
physical damage.
1. Chemical Bed Physical [ntegrity
Indicator
Comment: Two commenters
addressed the issue of chemical bed
physical integrity indicators for carbon
dioxide scrubbers: One believed such an
indicator is unwarranted si nce quality
control during manufacturing will
ensure that the scrubber will work when
required, and post-approval testing will
verify continuing effectiveness after
deployment; the other commenter
requ ested specific requirements for
these indicators.
Response: The chemical bed physical
integrity indicator will not be required
if the chemical oxygen supply or
chemical carbon dioxide scrubber
cannot be altered by impact, vibration,
or any other environmental factor. This
indicator would only be required when
the design of the CCER would allow for
the degradation of chemical oxygen
supply or the carbon dioxide scrubber.
The text of this provision has been
revised to indicate that units in which
the chemical oxygen storage or chemical
carbon dioxide scrubber can be altered
by impact or any other effect must
include the chemical bed integrity
indicator.
HHS has not added any specific
requirements for the design of such an
indicator. An indicator, when required,
must accurately and reliably indicate
when the capacity or performance
attributes of the CCER have been
degraded such that the unit does not
meet the capacity and performance
testing r equirements of this final rule.
NIOSH will examine and/or test the
accuracy and reliability of the indicator
appropriate to the indicator's design
attributes and their potential
susceptibilities to failure. The
manufacturer is not limited with respect
to the possible indicat or designs
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p ermi ssible to achieve this performance
standard.
2. Instructions and Service Life Plan

Comment : The proposed rule would
have required manufacturers to include
instructions and a service life plan with
each new CCER unit. One commenter
found the requirement unwarranted
while another asserted in support of the
pro posal that the service life plan is an
essent.ial requirement.
Response: Manufacturers include
instructions with currently approved
units in a variety of manners and this
information is often lost or damaged
because of the way in which units are
handled in the field. Users are required
to be trained in the donning and use of
CCERs such that users should be
thoroughly familiar with the devices in
the event of an emergency. Accordingl y.
HHS agrees with th e commenter noted
above that manufacturers should not be
required to provide instructions or a
service life plan with each individual
unit. The final rule has been modified
accordingly.
3. Labeling

Comment: HHS received one
comment recommending that the
capacity rating be identified on the
device.
Response: The Department does
intend to require manufacturers to
indicate the capacity rating (e.g. Cap 3)
as well as the number of liters of oxygen
as determined by the capacity test on
the label of each CCER unit. This intent
was implicit in the proposed rule's
provis ions for capacity ratings and
NIOSH reporting of achieved capacity
values under§ 84.304. This comment is
adopted in the final rule and th e
language in the rule text has been
clarified.
K. Section 84.303

General Testing
Conditions and Requirements

1. Breathing & Metabolic Simulator

Comment: HHS received several
comments on the conduct of capacity
and performance testing using the
breathing and metabolic simulator for
quantitative evaluation. and the use of
human subjects for qualitative
evaluation of units.
One commenter supported the
retent ion of some human subject testing
to assess the human factors associated
with CCERs; several commenters
supported the use of simulators to
condnct quantitative analysis on CCER
units, however one of those commenters
would have preferred that the use of
human subjects represent the broader
mining commuuity and not be limited
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to a single subject. Finally, one
metabolic sim ulator p erformance
commenter requested that capacity and/ specifications so that manufacturers can
or performance testing include a
duplicate NIOSH testing methods.
simulation of multiple realistic demand Standard test procedures will be posted
models. which should not terminate
on the NlOSH Web site at http://
until the breach of specific performance www.cdc.gov/ nioshlnpptl.
Comment: One commenter has
thresholds.
Response: HHS continues to find it
requested that HHS provide verification
appropriate to shift from human-based
of the perfomtance and accuracy of each
testing to the breathing and metabolic
breathing and metabolic simulator used
simulator model to assess the
by NlOSH for capacity and performance
quantitative aspects of CCER capacity
testing.
Response: N10SH is willing to share
and perfom1ance and has retained the
fully its experience over many years
breathing and metabolic simulator
with its breathing a nd metabolic
testing in the final rule. Breathing and
metabolic simulator testing will provide simulator, as well as its design
specifications, as noted above. The
a uniform, co nsistent basis for
evaluating the functional characteristics technology used in the breathing and
of CCERs and allows NlOSH to evaluate metabolic simulator used by NlOSH is
CCER performance to the point at which readily calibrated and when calibrated.
is not subject to significant variability in
the CCER gas suppl y is completely
relation to the simulation and
depleted, ensuring that the CCER's
measurement performance required for
capacity and performance is fully
testing specified under this final rule.
evaluated. HHS has also retained
To ensure the accuracy of the
limited human subject testing in the
breathing and metabolic simulator, the
final rule, as specified in the proposed
analyzers are calibrated before each test
rule, to make ergonomic assessments
and to ensure consistency with statutory along with transport and response time
of the gas measurement system. All of
requirements applicable to mining. 7
these will be documented in the
In the Agency's judgment, it is not
standard test procedures developed for
feasible for NIOSH to conduct scenario
the certification tests.
testing. The capacity testing protocol
Comment: HHS received one
cannot fully predict a range of escape
comment suggesting that the
scenarios to address all situations in
manufacturer's respirator donning and
which CCERs might be deployed. Man
test 4, required for capacity testing units use instructions be applied during
capacity and performance testing. The
intended for use in coal mines, is not
commenter offered text changes to
designed to represent a mine escape; it
is included as an ergonomic assessment provide that capacity and performance
tests would be conducted in accordance
of the physical orientations that may be
with th e manufacturer's instructions.
required during a mine escape. This
While earmarked for§ 84.303(a), it
ergonomic assessment is sufficiently
appears this comment is meant to refer
realistic; in NIOSH's judgment, a more
realistic demand model is unwarranted. specifically to the hypoxia testing
component of§ 84 .305.
Comment: Two comm enters said the
Response: HHS believes the hypoxia
proposed rule Jacks test protocols to
determiue which respirators will pass or test procedure is well-conceived and
essential for determining whether a unit
fail.
will expose a user to low inhaled
Response: HHS has clearly specified
oxygen concentrations. Many CCER
in the proposed rule and in this final
users are trained to exhale into a CCER
rule the performance standards by
upon donning it because this is the
which respirators will be evaluated
recommended practice for CCERs
using the breathing and meta bolic
supplied with chemical oxygen if the
simulator and through human testing,
oxygen starter fails. In an emergency, it
addressing respirator capacity and
performance. Upon request, NIOSH will is likely that some users will exhale into
the CCER regardless of its design, in
make available to manufacturers its
which case NIOSH needs to ensure that
specific protocols and breathing and
the respirator will perform adequately.
7
The final rule's requirements assume
Tbe Federal Mine Safety and Health Act which
that a reasonabl y likely donning
governs the mandatory health and safety standards
issued by the Secretary of Labor requires that "no
procedure will be a pplied by the user
mandatory health or safoty standard • • • shall
irrespective of the specific type of CCER
reduce the protection afferded miners by an
available to the user. Therefore,
existiog rnaodatory h ealth or safety standard." 30
performance tests will begin with two
U.S.C. 81 t (a)[9). The continued nse of man test 4,
as a supplP.nrnnt to the new testing requirements
exhalations into the unit and then the
and capacity rating system . will be the most
manufacturer's instructions will be
practical method of ensuring that the use of these
followed in order to determine the
respirators, a• approved under this final rule. is
consistent with the standard set by the Act.
design's susceptibility to hypoxia.

HHS also received many comments
concerning the values included in Table
1-Monitored Stressors and Their
Acceptable Ranges, including all four
criteria (average inhaled carbon dioxide,
average inhaled oxygen, peak breathing
pressures, and wet-bulb temperature).
Capacity, performance, and wearability
tests will continuously monitor the
stressors listed in this table. Those
comments and HHS's responses follow
below.
2. Carbon Dioxide

Comment: Three commenters
addressed acceptable operating average
and acceptable range excursion values
for carbon dioxide in Table 1. One
commenter objected to the 1.5 percent
average carbon dioxide concentration,
and requested that HHS justify the
change in this value for closed-circuit
devices when the value for open-circuit
devices (currently 2.5 percent) remains
unchanged. The other two commenters
objected to the proposed 4 percent
carbon dioxide "parameter," given the
potential for slightly impaired decision
making in some subjects when exposed
to this amount of carbon dioxide.
Response: HHS has retained the
average and acceptable range excursion
values in the final rule. The 1.5 percent
average limit for carbon dioxide is
feasible using current technology (based
on NlOSH testing of existing designs)
and it is an important im provement for
assuring the protection of users. As
carbon dioxide levels rise users are
increasingly likely to interpret the
breathing experience as faulty and
possibly indicative of a malfunctioning
CCER. This could lead the user to
abandon the CCER when its use is
critical for survival.
An excurs ion limit of 4 percent is
physiologically tolerable for brief
periods 8 and its application to all CCER
8 Glatte HA. Motsay GJ, Welcb BE. Carbon
dioxide tolerance stndies. Brooks AFB , TX. U.S . Afr
Force, Aerospace Medicine Division, USAF School
of Aerospace Medi cine. Repoll #SAM-TR-67-77;
1967 :1-22.
Henning RA. Santer SL. Reddan W, Lanphier EH.
Bebavioral impairment with altered vent:ilatory
res ponse to C01. Federation of American Societies
for Experimental Biology, Abstracts of 67th Annnal
Meeting. Chicago, [L, 10-15 April 1963. Federolian
Proceedings: 1963:42(4]: 1013.
Kamon E. Deno S, Vercruyyen M. Pbysiological
responses of miners to emergency. Vol. 1-Self
contained brealhing opparolus stressors. University
Park. PA: The Pe11I13ylvania State University. U.S.
Bureau of Mines contract No. )0100092; 1984:13.
Sheehy JB. Kanion E, Kiser D. Effects of carbon
dioxide inhalation on psycbon1olor and mental
performance during exercise and recovery. Humon
Factors. 1982;24(5), 561-588.
Storm WF, and Giannetta CL. Effects of
hypercapnia and bed rest on psychomotor
performance. Aviation, Space, and Environmental
Medicine. 1974.;45:431-33.
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To raise this excursion limit would
designs would improve the quality of
breathing gas in these respirators, as
require CCERs that would be
"overbuilt ," resulting in unnecessarily
discussed above with respect to the
large and/or heavy designs. The average
average limit. With respect to the
limit of 19.5 percent, which is the level
concern that the 4-percent level might
of oxygen available at approximately
be too high, HHS notes that 4 percent
2.000 feet above sea level, will ensure
is allowed only as an excursion level.
that users receive a fully adequate
Excursions are recorded during testing
oxygen supp ly to e xecute their escapes.
in 1-minute increments, with the
average level determined over the entire Th e brief excursi ons that would be
allowed by this average level limit do
expended breat hing gas supply of the
not pose any impairment risk to the
uuit. CCER designs that allow carbon
dioxide levels to approach the excursion user.
During testing, readings are taken in
limit repeatedly or for significant time
would not achieve the specified limit on 1-minute intervals, with the average
level determined over the entire
the average carbon dioxide level.
expended breathing gas supply of th e
Accordingly, NIOSH wi ll not approve
units that would allow a carbon dioxide unit: oxygen concentrations from 20 to
100 percent are recorded as 20 percent.
excursion for a duration tha t would
Concentrations between 19.5 perceut
impair the user during an escape.
and the lowest allowable level, 15
Finally. capacity and performance
percent, are recorded as the actual
standards for open-circuit designs will
value. The average of these values must
be addressed in a future rulemak.ing.
remain at or above 20 percent over the
entire test. In a worst case scenario, this
3. Oxygen
method of averaging allows for
Comment: Two commenters
approximatel y 10 percent of the sample
discussed the proposed acceptable range intervals to be at th e excursion limit of
excursion value for oxygen: One
15 percent. For exa mple, during a test
commenter found the excursion range
composed of 60, 1-minute sample
unwarranted, and expressed con cern
intervals, five samples could indicate an
that manufacturers would attempt only
oxygen level of 15 percent. If an
to meet this "minimum threshold. " Th e additional 1-minute interval were to
other commenter opposed the excursion exhibit an oxygen level of less than 19.S
limit and recommended further study.
percent, the unit would not pass the
test.
Response: HHS disagrees with the
Comment: One commenter requested
com menters and has retained the
proposed acceptable excursion value for tha t HHS co nsider CCER designs
oxygen in Table 1. The 15 percent range equipped with hoods, which effectively
store unused oxygen for use after the
excursion limit for oxygen is not an
oxygen source has been expended. This
operating parameter. As discussed
above with respect to the carbon dioxide commenter believes that § 84.303(c)
restri cts manufacturers' design options.
excursion limit, it allows only for brief
Response: Sect ion 84.303 (c) would
variation to a low oxygen le vel, within
not restrict CCER designs. Section
physiologically established tolerance.9
84.303(c) specifies tha t tests will
condude when the oxygen supply has
Vercruvssen M, Kamen E. Behavioral effects of
brealh ing 3% and 4% carbon dioxide during and
been fully expended . This would
following physical work. Toronto. Ontario. Canada ,
include oxygen that remains stored in a
7-9 May. 1984. Proceedings of the 1984
hood if a hood is part of the CCER
fntematianal Conference on Occupolionol
design.
Ergonomics.
"Ainslie PN, Barach A, Cummings KJ. Murrell C,
Hamlin Mand Helleroans J. Cardiorespiratory and
cer.'brovascular responses lo acule poikilocapnic
hypoxia following inlermillenl and continuous
exposure to hypoxia in humans. Journal of Applied
Physiology. 2007:102:1953-1961.
fowler B, Paul M. Porlier G, Elcombe DD. Tavlor
M. A re·e•·aluatio n of the minim.um altitndc al '
which hypoxic porforrnance decremenls can be
detected. Ergonomics. 1965:28(5): 761- 791.
Malkin VB. Barometri c prossuro and gas
composition. In Foundations of Space Biology and
Medicine . Vol If, Book 1 (Ecological and
physiological bases of space biology and medicine).
1975:25-3 t.
Panl MA. Fraser WU. Performance during mild
acute hypoxia. Avialion. Space, and Environme!llai
Medicine . 1994:65(10):891- 899.
West JB. et al Maximal exercise al extre01e
altitudes on Mt. E•eresl. Journal ofApplied
Physiology. 1983:55:688-698.

4. Peak Breathing Pressures
Comment: HHS received two
commen ts pertaining to peak breathing
pressures. O ne commenter suggested
tha t that th e proposed values should be
more conservative. Specifically, the
commenter has proposed the value ±1 00
millimeters of water (mm H20) for the
acceptable range operating average, and
±200 mm HiO for the acceptab le range
excursion, on the grouuds that the
operating and excursion ranges offered
in the proposed rule are unaccep table
Zoll J. et al. Exercise train ing in normobaric
hypoxia in eudurance runners. Journal of Applied
Physiology. 2006;100:1238-124.8.
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and may result in the user dis carding
the unit prematurely. Similarly. another
comme nt er objected to the assertion that
"Users who cannot generate these (peak
breathing] pressures may be forced at
some point to slow the pace of their
escape." 10
Response : The values proposed by
HHS a re based on human physiological
capability 11 and are retained in th e final
rule. The lower pressure range
suggested by the commenter would
result in a bulkier, heavier device than
is practical. The assertion that some
users may be forced to slow their escape
is based on tbe mechanical and
c hemical limitations of this type of
r espirator; certain users, especially very
large individuals, would be able to
exceed the supply capability required
for an unlimited level of exertion. This
inherent limitation of the technology is
appropriately addressed through the
training provided to users.

s. Wet-Bulb Temperatu re
Comment: HHS received four
comments regarding wet-bulb
temperature, includ ed in the table of
mon itored stressors to rep resent the
temperature of the inhaled breathing gas
in the CCER user's trachea. One
commenter warned against adopting the
highest threshold number for evaluating
wet-bulb temperatures. Another
suggested that the proposed standard
sh ould rely on dry-bulb instead of wet
bulb temperature because dry-bulb
temperature is tec hni cally easier to
measure in the laboratory. This
commenter further suggested that the
compariso n of wet-bul b temperature to
a user' s trachea is not accurate, as the
trachea is not always a wet surface.
Another commenter expressed concern
that standard izing humidity responses
between different simulators will be
difficult, as the temperature reading is
not a fundamental property and is
specific to each breathing and metabolic
simulator. For examp le, the commenter
asserted that wet-bulb respous e will
" vary with different flow rates, different
amounts of water on the thermocouple,
or differen t size thermocouples," and
suggested that HHS consider using a
fast-response sen sor. Finally, one
co mmenter asserted that the inhaled gas
temperature [<43 °C acceptable range
operating average) is arbitrary. and
suggested adopting International
Organization for Standardization (ISO)
23269-1 :2008, Ships ond marine
10

73 FR 75,027 at 75 .032(Decem ber10, 2008).
Hodgson JL. Physiological costs and
consequences of mine escape and rescue .
University Park. PA: The Pennsylvania State
University. U.S. Bur~a u of Mines contract No.
)0345327: 1993:19.
'
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technology-Breathing apparatus for
ships-Part 1: Emergency escape
breathing devices (EEBD) for shipboard
use, which sets the maximum inhaled
gas temperature at 50 °C.
Response: HHS has retained in the
final rule the use of wet-bulb
temperature and the average and
excursion ranges specified (<43 and ~50
°C, respectively) because the trac hea is
always wet and because monitoring wet
bulb temperature provides a more
accurate measure of the heat content of
the inhaled gas and human thermal
sensitivity is related to the wet-bulb
temperature.12 As with other testing
protocols, manufacturers may copy the
tech nology and technique to be applied
by NlOSH for certification testing.
The ISO 23269-1:2008 performance
requirements establish that "the
temperature of inhalation gas shall not
exceed 50 °C" for respirators deployed
for shipboard use. In accordance with
the ISO standard, this final rule also
establishes that the acceptable range
excursion for CCERs is 50 °C, while the
average operating temperature must be
less than 43 °C.
From running many treadmill tests on
both compressed- and chemical-oxygen
breathing apparatus, NIOSH knows that
the exhalation temperature of human
subjects rises as inhalation temperature
rises. The exhalation temperature of
human subjects breathing room air
varies from 30 to 33 °C. As in halation
temperature rises, NlOSH has observed
the exhalation temperature rise to as
high as 45 °C. The ventilatory
components of our breathing and
metabolic simulator were designed to
simulate human subjects based on
shape, size, and orientation. There is a
water reservoir which heats the water
and pumps it into a plenum above the
lung where it spreads out and rains
down onto th e piston. The water in the
Jung is a moderate quantity, Wllike most
other simulators w hich have a larger
quantity. This enables our simulator to
be overwhelmed by higher inhalation
temperatures, emulating human beings.
The air pathway between the lung/
piston and the mouth port is divided
into three pipes covered both with heat
tape and metal fins. This simulates the
volume and surface area of the trachea ,
enabling heat transfer to and from the
air stream, respectively, again emulating
human response to the temperature of
inhalation gases. NlOSH can set and
specify the exhalation temperature of
12 Kamon E. Deno S. Vercruyyen M. Physiological
responses of miners to emergency. Vol. 1-Self
contained breolbing apparatus stressors. University
Parle, PA: The Pennsylvania Stale University. U.S.
Burenu of Mines contract No. )0100092: 1984:11 7.
119.

the airway gas while breathing room air,
but cannot specify the breathing and
metabolic simulator exhalation
temperature for every combination of
i nhalation w et- and dry-bulb
temperature. Because it is designed to
physically simulate the human lung and
airway. the simulator responds in a
human-like manner to rising inhalation
temperatures.
The wet-bulb thermocouple, designed
and built in-house at NIOSH, is the only
sucb instrument known which has a
response time of <l second. Since the
human respiratory tract is essentially a
wet-bulb thermometer, human beings
are sensitive to wet-bulb temperature,
not dry-bulb temperature. For this
reason, the inhalation temperature
limits are specified in terms of wet-bulb
temperature. Large wet-bulb
thermometers have long response times
due to their large size and, thus, large
thermal inertias. They need high flows
and long times to achieve the full wet
bulb depression. The NIOSH wet-bulb
thermocouple, due to its small size,
requires neither high flow rates nor Jong
response times to achieve the full wet
bulb depression. Also, the miniscule
quantity o f water on th e wet-bulb
thermocouple will have a
commensurately miniscule effect on the
apparatus bed reaction.

the device could pass the duration test
on the breathing and metabolic
simulator but fail man test 4, and
reco mmended that t he breathing and
metabolic simulator be used to
determine duration and the man test for
wearability. Finally, one commenter
suggested that the inclusion of man test
4 does not address the legal duty under
the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act
requiring that "no mandatory health or
safety standard promulgated under this
title shall reduce the protection afforded
miners by an existing mandatory health
or safety standard. " l J
Response: HHS has retained the
provision in the final rule that requires
those units used in coal mines pass man
test 4. HHS, however, has amended the
provision slightly to indicate that any
size unit submitted to NIOSH for
approval for use in coal mining will be
subject to man test 4. Man test 4 is an
exceptionally challenging test with the
average miner in mind , and translates to
demanding performance requirements.
Neither th e present regulation nor this
final regulation specifies the weight
range of the test subject for man test 4.
With regard to the established
approval testing, this improved standard
is changing the metrics used to approve
CCERs. The work rate for the 50th
percentile miner is already used lo
assess deployed units during the long
L. Section 84.304 Capacity Test
term field evaluations conducted by
Requirements
NlOSH. Using that standard here is
Section 84.304(a)(5) is changed from
consistent with current NlOSH
the proposed rule to require that CCER
practices.
·
Finally, as of the effective date of this
designs of any capacity submitted to
NIOSH for deployment in U.S. coal
rule, NIOSH will no longer approve
mines pass man test 4 which is set forth CCERs according to the duration of
breathing gas supply. The breathing and
in the present regulation at§ 84.99 and
metabolic simulator will be used to
§ 84.100. The test provides assurance
evaluate the oxygen capacity of a given
that the CCER certification testing for
CCER design; man test 4 is included
devices used in mine escape remains at
here to establish that approval of
least as rigorous as testing under the
devices intended for use in a specific
current standards. Section 84.304(d)
application-underground coal mines
establishes a new raUng system for
is at least as effective as the current
CCERs, shifting the classification
standard, and that the devices will
scheme from duration to oxygen
perform as required by the Federal Mine
capacity.
Safety and Health Act. However, with
1. Man Test 4
regard to the comment that a unit might
Comment: HHS received several
fail the simulator testing but pass man
comments regarding the proposed use of test 4, a unit that fails on the s imulator
man test 4: One commenter objected to
at the capacity rating i ndicated by the
the use of the 50th percentile weight test manufacturer will not proceed to man
subject, and suggested that the rule
test 4.
should be expanded to include a wider
With respect to Federal Mine Safety
range of workers. Another commenter
and Health Act sec. Bl l(a)(9), HHS is
r equested clarification regarding use of
promulgating these CCER approval
the 50th percentile worker and whether standards because th ey are an
that standard is consistent with
improvement over the current
established certification test practices
standards. The main developments are
(which, according to the commenter,
that the new standards shift to a more
represents the 95th and at times the
instructional and informative rating
99th percentile miner). Another
questioned whether it is possible that
"30 U.S.C. 811 [a)(9).
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sys tem that addresses the documented
shortcomings with the traditional.
duration-based system; the new
standards avoid human test subject
variability in defining capacity by
re lying on the breathing and metabolic
simulato r; the quality of breathing gas is
more closely monitored; and
requirements for durability and
functio nality checks are codi fied.
2. Duration Versus Capacity
Comment: HHS received ten
comments on the proposal to rate these
respirators by capacity rather than by
duration, as has been done historically.
Several of these commenters
acknowledged that rating CCERs
according to their duration of breathing
air poses p rob lems for users in the fi eld,
because, for exa mple, 1-hour rated units
often do not provide 1 hour of air. O ne
commenter in particular noted a
concern that "miners have historically
complained about u nits th at stop
working premature ly," and tha t " the
criterion. 'good for one h our ,' is
misleading, at best. " Two commenters
said the change from du ra ti on to
capacity ratings will ai d in the selection
of CCERs for specific industrial
applications and will benefit
p hysiologists and other knowledgeable
professionals. However, many
commenters claimed the change woul d
be co nfusi ng to users aud one
commenter noted this would be
especially true where other self
cont ained breathing apparatus used in
the same workplace were still rated by
duration. Some asserted that no
evidence ex ists to justify the need for
such a change. Two of these
commenters opposing the change were
among those w ho also acknow ledged
th at certifying CCERs according to
duration is problematic and potentially
dangerous, as discussed above. One
commenter asserted that the proposed
change is inconsisten t with the rating
system fo r every open- and closed
circuit escape respirator in the world.
Several commenters requested that the
final rule prescribe "common seuse"
instructions inteuded for use by the
end-user, to provide a "rule of thumb"
example of the relationsh ip between
capacity and duration. One commenter
was particularly concerned tha t the
change to a capacity rating system will
u ndermine the current 1-hour durat ion
standard for respirators used in
underground coal mines . and sees no
beneftt to miners of havi ng information
about capaci ty rather than duration.
This commenter sugges ted that the
formula fo r assessi ng dtt.ration is not
rigid enough to ensure a full 1-hour
duration and referred to co mplaints by

miners that, at times, units have
appea red to stop working p remature ly
or failed to function during escapes. The
commenter requested that HHS
establish in the rule that units of less
than 1-hour duration cannot be used as
a substitute for 1-hour units. Finally.
one respondent further commented that
capacity-based cert ification could result
in conflicts under the Rail Safety
Improvement Act (RSIA) of 2008;
anoth er expressed concern that
capacity-based certification could result
in conflicts with ISO 23269-1:2008
Ships and marine technology
Breathing apparatus for ships-Part 1:
Emergency escape breathing devices
(EEBD) for shipboard use.
Response: HHS has considered these
commen ts carefully, and has decided to
re tain the provision that approved
devices will be classified according to
capacity in the final rule. Because the
duration of adequate breathing gas
supply actually p rovided to a u ser by a
CCER will depend on the degree of
exertion in volved in th e particular
escape and the size of the respirator
user, HHS believes the chang e from an
approval based on duration to oue based
on capacity is important. The present
duration rating is misleadi ng and
potent ially d angerous to users. The
capacity rating system in the final rule
provides important information to those
selec ting CCERs that will permit them to
decide which resp irator meets t heir
needs.
The fin al rule establishes a 3-capacity
ratings system: "Cap 1, " "Cap 2,' ' and
"Cap 3." Cap 1 provides 20 to 59 liters
of oxygen for short escapes that could be
accomplished quickly ; Cap 2 provides
60 to 79 liters for escapes of moderate
distance; and Cap 3 provides 80 or more
liters for the lengthiest escapes. The
th ree capacity ratings correspond to the
liter quantities of breathing gas supp lies
that are expended during the NIOSH
capacity testing wi thin approximately
10, 30, and 60 minutes, respectively .
As several commenters recoguized,
there is evidence tha t the present
duration system causes the user to
believe that the apparatus will last for
a specific time, regardless of the user 's
weight, physical cond ition , or activity. 14
This is not an accurate interpre tation.
Relying on a 1-h our unit to supply 1
ho ur of oxygen to all users under all
circum stances can lead to inappropriate
d eployment and misuse in emergencies.
It is important to rem ember that a
CCER contains a fixed quantity of
•• See. e.g.. U.S. Mine Safely and Health
Adm in istration. Report of lnvesligation: Fala/
underground coal mine explosion; jonuory 2. 2006;
Sogo Mine . Wal/ Run Mining Co.; Tallmonsvi/le,
Upsh ur County , WV . ID No. ~6-0 8 79 1.
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oxygen; the duration of the oxygen it
ultima tely supplies will be inversely
proportional to its rate of use. A CCER
will ope ra te for a shorter duration when
the oxygen consumption rate is high .
Hypothetically, a 190-pound man, at
rest, is estimated to consume a volume
of oxygen of .5 liters per minute. If he
were walking in an upright position at
3 m iles per h our, it is estimated that he
could cons ume 1.18 liters per minute.
The same man running in an upright
position at 5 miles per hour is estimated
to consume 2.72 liters per minute. 15
Under the final rule, NIOSH will
measure the capacity of a CCER in terms
of the volume of oxyge n, in liters, that
th e CCER effectively delivers for
consum ptio n by the user. Th e final rule
will require the manufacturer to list o n
its label the liters of oxygen actually
delivered to the user as measured
during the NIOSH capacity testing (see
§ 84.304(e)).
This information will e nable
employers to readily compare
differences in respirat or capacity within
a given rating, more closely match a
respirator model to their particular
needs, and choose the respirator model
that best serves their employees. An
e mployer might determine through
sim ulation or analysis of possible
escape scenarios that its employees will
need a Cap 3 CCER model that provides
95 liters to allow fo r the worst
con tingencies. Alternatively, an
employer might determine that a Cap 3
model that provides 80 liters is
sufficient and better designed, in terms
of physical dimensions. or operati onal
characteristics of its workplace, to
accommodate the routine w ork tasks
and escape contingencies of the
e mployees. HHS believes that providing
the employers and the other
professionals doing this analysis with
information as to the general capacity of
the un it [low (Cap 1), moderate (Cap 2)
and high (Cap 3)) and the actual least
achieved quantity of oxygen the
specified CCER will supply will greatly
aid in their abilit y to select the proper
respirator.
This change to capacity rating will not
result in a rating system that is
inconsistent with how oth er countries
classify or are considering classifying
similar types of self contained breathing
apparatus. The European Norms (EN
standards) curre ntly categori ze open
and closed-circuit self-contained
breathing apparatus (a type of respirator
similar t o the CCER but used for entry
"Kamon E, Bernard T. Stein R. Steady stale
respiratory responses to lesks uoad in Federal
testi ng of self-contained breathing apparatus.
AIHAJ. 1975:36:886-896.
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as well as escape) by volume and
believe, however, that the capacity
pressure of breathing gas; 16 users decide rating to be implemented under this
final rule would be problematic with
what size unit best meets their
application. Moreover, while CCERs are respect to such regulations. Similarly,
with regard to the maritime consensus
currently certified in Europe according
to the duration of oxygen provided by
standard, ISO 23269-1:2008, HHS does
a unit, the lnternational Standards
not find any element of this final rule
to conflict with the standard, which is
Organization , whose standards are
more restrictive than this rule. The
intended to replace this current system,
is also considering a change to capacity
maritime industry would not be
ratings. HHS plans, in future
prevented from identifying CCERs as
rulemakings, to move toward this
having a service duration of at least 10
capacity rating system for other self
minutes, as specified under its
contained breathing apparatus that it
consensus standard.
regulates.
HHS will not require manufacturers to 3. Capacity Ratings
Comment: HHS received several
provide users with capacity versus work
comments concerned with the capacity
activity information, although
ratings themselves, and the values
manufacturers are not prohibited from
proposed to achieve them. Two
providing such information. However,
comments questioned the proposed
HHS does not encourage or support the
provision of such information, as it may work rates for Cap 1 and 2 capacity
testing; in particular, the comments
misinform CCER users about the actual
claimed that no evidence supports the
amount of oxygen available to them in
Cap 1 and 2 work rates. One comment
any given escape, as discussed in the
disputed the use of the 1975 Kaman
noti ce of proposed rulemaking.1 7
study 1e to justify the proposed work
Employers and their employees should
rates. and also argued that a 2005
test CCERs in realistic scenarios and
University of Maryland study, 10 which
engage in appropriate training to
found that exceptionally high work rates
identify CCER models that meet their
can exhaust current 60-minute CCERs in
needs and to establish a clear
far less than 60 minutes, provides
understanding of related performance
evidence that the proposed capacity
factors. In particular, training is
work rates for Cap 1 and Cap 2 CCERs
essential for the employees to
would require that these CCERs increase
understand that the duration of tim e
in size and weight. Another comment
that they receive protection from the
proposed adding two capacity ratings,
device varies according to the actual
and modifying Cap 3 oxygen capacity to
amount of oxygen in the unit and the
range from 80 :5 L ~ 89. Finally, one
rate of oxygen use which depends on
comment suggested that the ventilation
the escape conditions and the
rate fo r Cap 1 devices is contiary to
employee's body size and the
employee's physical condition.
experience with open-circuit esca pe
With regard to the use of CCERs in
respirators that function with lower
coal mines, the record of perceived and
ventilation rates.
actual failures in coal min ing played a
Response: With regard to the Cap 1
substantial role in instigating these
and 2 work rates, higher sustained work
i mprovements in respirator certification rates over shorter durations are fully
standards. CCERs intended for use in
supported by human physiology
mines will be so identified in the
research as cited in the proposed rule 20
NIOSH application for approval and
and by the Kaman study. While the
subject to man test 4 as a condition of
commenter notes the discrepancy
MSHA co-approval. In addition to Cap
between the values determined bv
3 devices, Cap 1 and Cap 2 devices may Kamon and the values applied in-this
be very appropriate for certain
rule, Kamon cautioned that his data
deployment conditions. This
presented "do not include the effects of
deployment issue is not subject to HHS
a breathing apparatus," and thus
regulation or oversight .
"represents a minimum of the oxygen
With regard to the RSlA, the
10 Kaman E. Bernard T, Slain R. Steady stale
regulations required under that statute
concerning the use of emergency escape res piratory responses to tasks U8ed in Federal
breathing apparatus (nomenclature used lasting of self-contained breathing apparatus.
AIHAJ. 1975;36:886-896.
by the railroad industry) have not yet
19 Johnson. AT. A review of self-conlained self·
been promulgated . There is no reason to rescuer research. Universily of Maryland. Biologica l
t6 See European

Standard BS EN 13 7:2006.
Respiratory protective devices--Self- contoined
open-circuit compressed air breathing apparolus
with full face m ask-Requirements, testing.
mo.rlceting. British Standards Ins lit ute.
17 73 fR 75,027 al 75,032 (December 10, 2008).

Resources Engineering. Human Performancu
Laboralory; 2005 .
20 Louhevaara V, er al. Cardiorespiratory strain in
jobs that require respiralory proteclion. Int . Arch.
Occup. EnvirQfl . Health. 1985;55:195-206. Lemon
PW and Hermiston IT. The buroan energy cosl ef
fire fightin g. j. Occup. Med. 1977;1 9:5 5S-562.

requirements. " 21 HHS h as taken into
account the increased work rate
demands associated with the use of a
breathing apparatus and with the
physiological limits defined by researc h.
The work rates in this final rule,
including the higher rates specified for
lower capacity devices, were supported
by the Na vy in their comments during
the concept development stage of this
rulemaking. 22 The Navy makes
extensive use of these lower capacity
CCERs and expects them to be designed
to support the high exertion levels
expected for sailors escaping during
below-deck emergencies.
With regard to the University of
Maryland study, NIOSH notes that
CCER capacity testing will be
determined " depending on the capacity
specified by the manufacturer." 2 J Thus,
for example, a device identified as an 80
liter unit by th e manufacturer will be
tested at th e Cap 3 work rate (1 .35 V02
liters/minute), not at the high work rate
tested in the University of Maryland
study. The study does not provide any
indication of size or weight changes to
CCERs that might be produced in
response to this final rule. It does
validate the basis indica ted by HHS for
changing from a duration-based rating
system to one that is capacity-based by
demonstrating that test subjects of
d iffering sizes a nd walking at variable
speeds will not receive the same
duration of breathable oxygen. The
study reinforces the point that the only
reliable metric for rating a respirator's
capacity is the quantity of oxygen
supplied by the respirator.
HHS has retained in this final rule the
3-tier rating system proposed. Since the
actual liters of oxygen capacity achieved
during testing by NIOSH will be
specified on the label o f the respirator,
more capacity rating categories would
be unnecessary. Nor would finer
categorical distinctions be meaningful
with respect to the di ffering escape
contingencies or the need for further
testing differences contingent on such
distinctions . The three broad categories
sufficiently deli neate low. medium, and
high capacity devices as general
reference points for purchasers to
identify devices potentially suited to the
emergency needs of their employees.
Similarly, they sufficiently delineate
capacity for the assignment of
appropriate testing regimens.
The current ventilation rate for testing
open-circuit escape respirators is not a
21 Kamon E. Bernard T, Stein R Steady s tate
respiratory responses to !asks used in Federal
testing of self-contained breathing apparalus.
AIHAJ. 1975;36:886-896 [emphasis in original].
22 73 FR 75,027 at 75.033 (December 10. 2008).
2
' 73 FR 75.027 at 75.042 (December 10, 2008).
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consideration for determining the rate to
be applied to testing Cap 1 devices
under this final rule for CCERs. As
discussed above, the rates for CCERs are
based on physiological capacity. The
current rate for open-circuit escape
respirators is a matter that will be
considered in future rulemaking
addressing that different techn ology.

performance test work rates; two
suggested that the work rates are not
supported by data. One of these
commenters questioned why NIOSH has
not conducted empirical testing of
realistic mine escapes. Another
commenter suggested modifying the
proposed work rate test sequence to
repeat only the high and low work rates.
rather than cycling through the peak
4. Achieved Capacity
(highest) work rate as well. This
Comment: HHS receive d one
commen ter also recommended that
comment regarding how the capacity
units that are exhausted before the
rating is assigned. The commenter
completion of the full test sequence
suggested that the rating be based on the only be permitted to continue with
testing if the entire initial peak flow test
average of the seven units tested, rather
was successfully completed. One
than on the least value achieved by the
commenter expressed concern that the
seven units tested using the breathing
30-minute performance test will not
and metabolic simulator as proposed.
provide accurate performance da ta for
and that all of the values should be
"shorter duration" units, and offered the
wi thin the capacity rating requested by
example that some carbon dioxide
the applicant. The commenter
scrubbers absorb less in the first minute
recommended corresponding text edits
of opera tion: if multiple units were
to § 84.304(e).
required for completi on of the test
Response: HHS has retained in the
final rule the approach presented in the sequence, higher concentrations of
carbon dioxide would result each time
proposed rule to use the least value
a new unit replaced a spent unit, thus
achieved by the seven units tested. The
skewing the test results. This
use of the breathing and metabolic
commenter suggested tha t HHS design a
simulator to conduct these tests will
test for the capacity of the unit being
indicate variability attributable to the
CCER. HHS is u sing the lowest capacity tested, rather than requiring the testing
of multiple units. Finally, one
demonstrated by testing to err on the
commenter asserted that the work rates
side of safety. This conservatism is
for Cap 1 and 2 devices can only be met
particularly important considering the
by large increases in the s izes of units.
small number of units being tested.
Response: The performance tests are
M. Section 84.305 Performance Test
applicable to all uses of CCERs,
Requirements
representing realistically achievable and
varying work rates for each category of
1. Performance Testing
devices (Cap 1 through Cap 3). Lower
Comment: HHS received one
work rates would result in smaller,
comment requesting the rate of speed
lighter devices more sui table for
and incline of the treadmill test
carrying, but if using suc h a device
(§ 84.305(a)(3)). Another commenter
stresses the wearer beyond the human
offered that the rule should require
tolerance level, it may very well fail to
evaluation of the quality of the
meet their need for a successful escape.
breathing gas at the first inhalation by
The performance test is a composite
the user.
test including both high and low work
Response: Manufacturers must
rates intended to draw into use all the
calibrate the treadmill to the specific
components of the apparatus, including
physiology of each test subject. This
the demand and reli ef valves. According
standard is work rate, not exercise
to physiological research 24 as we ll as
driven. So, for example, a smaller
common experience, the higher the
subject will require a steeper grade and
work rate. th e less time one can sustain
faster sp eed than a larger subj ect to
that work rate. Accordingly, NIOSH is
achieve the same work rate.
applying a high work rate for 5 minutes
HHS agrees that a performance
and then a lower work rate for 15
standard might be appropriate for
minutes. This protocol tests the ability
governing the quality of the breathing
of the carbon dioxide absorbent canister
gas supplied by a CCER at the first
to absorb high rates of exhaled carbon
inhalation. Such performance
dioxi de and the accompanying
parameters and related testing have yet
breathing pressures a t a high ventilation
to be developed but the possibility will
rate, due to both the canister and the
be evaluated for future ru lemaking.
demand va lve. Reducing the work rate
2. Work Rates

Comment: HHS received a number of
comments addressi ng the proposed

><Bink B. The physical working capocity in
relation to working time and age. Ergonomics.
January 1962:5:25-28.
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after 5 minutes reflects human
ph ysi ological limits while examining
the performance of the ca rbon dioxide
absorbent in a low demand mode.
The work rates in the standard were
not intended to simulate an escape.
There are an infinite number of escape
scenarios, ranging from walking at a
very slow pace, feeling one's way out of
the mine while impeded by heavy
smoke and debris to running at speed or
carrying an impaired victim. Given the
impossibility of conducting
representative simulations, NIOSH
selected reasonable. scientifically
evaluated limits of likely huma n
performance 25 which are consistent
with NIOSH's own laboratory
experience. 26 A we ll-established model
developed by physiologists (the Bink
Bonjer curve) predic ts that 95th
percentile miners can maintain 3.0
liters/ minute V0 2 for 30 minutes and
2.0 liters/minute V0 2 for 160 minutes.
Accordingly, the peak work rate value is
set at 3.00 V0 2 , wbich reflects a very
high work rate attainable by an average
adult. The high work rate is set at 2.00
V02, which represents a reasonably
hard work rate. Longstanding laboratory
testing of respirator users by NIOSH
supports this work rate, which is
expected to exceed the work rate
experienced by users during escape
under oxygen.27 The low work rate is set
at 0.50 V02, which represents a
sedentary rate. NIOSH laboratory testing
experience also supports thi s work rate,
which is expected during escape under
oxygen when the wearer is sedentary, as
if awaiting rescue. With regard to the
conduct of empirical studies, NlOSH
has not conducted further research as
suggested.
The perfo rmance test requirements
are suitable for Cap 1 units and do not
require a specialized test sequence. As
discussed above, the purpose of the
performance test is to ensure that an
a pparatus is able to provide life support
to a user at high work rates for
20 See U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace
Medicine. Physical fitness stalus of USAF
firefighters. Final Report ESL-TR-8&--05; 1986. U.S.
Bureau of Mines. Biomechanical and work
physiology sludy in underground mining excluding
low cool. Final Com.ract Report 11)0308058: July
1984.
26 Kyriozl N. Proposal for certification tests and
standards for closed-circuit breathing appill'lltus.
Piusburgh. PA: U.S. Depamnent nf Health nnd
Hurnan Services. Public Health Service, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. Natfonal lnstit uto
for Occupational Safety and Health; 1999. DHHS
(NIOSH) Publication No . 99-144, JC 9449.
27 Kyriaz.i N. Proposal for cerlification tests and
standards for closed-cii:cuit broathing app~ralus.
Pittsburgh, PA: U.S. Department or Heallh and
Human Services. Public Heallh Service, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevemion. Nal ional Institute
fo r Occupational Safely and Health; 1999. DHHS
(NIOSH] Publication No. 99- 144, IC 9449.
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test should be conducted in accordance stimulate the oxygen supply when the
oxygen starter has malfunctioned.
with approved donning procedures for
Response: The intent of the provision
chemical oxygen units, including cold
of concern is to ensure that the CCER
start procedures without the use of
can be donned and fully functional
oxygen starters.
Response: HHS does not have
(under oxygen) within 30 seconds. Test
authority to govern whether CCERs from subjects will be provided with the
multiple manufacturers or otherwise of
manufacturer's instructions for donning
different d esigns can be used in a single and will be trained in their use, but an
locale or workplace, although the
integral part of this test will be to
Department does recognize that
observe the effectiveness of the supplied
problems can arise from this situation.
instructions; therefore, NIOSH will not
The assumption that some users will
supplement the manufacturer's
inappropriately exhale into a CCER
instructions with any further
upon donning it or in an attempt to
information .
A cold start is an aberrant situation
improve its performance is not arbitrary,
but may not be a critical failure;
. and is supported by evidence from
actual practice during emergencies. For
depending on the system design, the
example, in the MSHA investigation
CCER may still provide protection even
if the user has to take additional steps
report on the Greenwich Collieries
Nwnber 1 mine explosion of 16
to stimulate an increase in the level of
February 1984, the miners were asked
oxygen supply. Nevertheless, this
the general question , "Did you have any wearabi lily test will require that CCERs
problems breathing after you put on the that make use of oxygen starters can be
self-rescuer?" Their testimony provides donned and operational within the 30
evidence that (1) some users do fill up
second limit, irrespective of whether the
the breathing bag apparatus with
oxygen starter functions.
exhaled air, and (2) some users attempt
to escape at an oxygen consumption rate 0. Section 84.307 Environmental
higher than the apparatus' constant flow Treatments
Comment: HHS received one general
rate, which together cause the hypoxia
comment suggesting that evidence to
scenario evaluated in the performance
test. In the Department's judgment, it is support the proposed environmental
treatments is lacking. The same
important to evaluate the potential for
commenter noted that the proposed rule
the user to experience hypoxia. HHS is
retaining the requirement that the
does not address the environmental
conditions in other industrial
performance test will begin with two
exhalations and then follow the
applications aside from mining.
Response: The environmental
manufacturer's instructions, and has
clarified in the rule text that the hypoxia treatments are not intended to be
accelerated aging tests or to replicate the
test will be conducted upon initial
most severe field conditions in which
donning.
NIOSH does agree with the
units might be deployed. The purpose of
commenter that the performance test
these treatments is to expose CCER.s to
should evaluate the ability of chemical
realistically harsh conditions
oxygen units to function using a cold
representative of many industrial
(manual) start procedure. Accordingly,
applications in order to assess that they
NIOSH will begin the hypoxia test with are reasonably robust for their intended
sufficient breaths to start chemical units uses. HHS believes that these treatments
without the benefit of their oxygen
are adequate for this purpose.
starters. Since not all CCER designs
3. Hypoxia
1. Humidity
employ oxygen starters and this is a
Comment: One commenter supported very specific testing protocol detail, it is
Comment: Two comments
the proposed hypoxia testing, but
recommended adding a test of humidity
not specified in the rule text.
requested that HHS address the problem
resistance.
N. Section 84.306 Wearability Test
Response: NIOSH will conduct a
posed by the utilization of units of
Requirements
review to examine potential impact of
different designs on user proficiency.
Comment: HHS received three
humidity on CCER capacity or
Another stated that the hypoxia test
performance. If the review indicates that
comments addressing wearability
could not be conducted on designs that
testing: One suggested that test subjects
include an initial oxygen starter, and
humidity degrades certain CCER designs
should receive instruction in the use of
within their expected service life, then
suggested that the rule follow the
hypoxia test with activation of the
the CCER prior to testing their ability to HHS would consider further rulemaking
to add such a requirement. Until such
don it within the 30-second limit. The
starter. Finally, a commenter opposed
the hypoxia test on the grounds that the other two comments requested that 1-frIS time, purchasers could use their
expectation by NIOSH that some users
address the potential need to "cold
acquisition processes to require
start" a second unit when trans itioning
would exhale into a unit in opposition
humidity testing by manufacturers of
to manufacturer instructions, is an
designs they purchase, or conduct such
between units while in a toxic
testing through an independent testing
environment. Cold starting means
"arbitrary assumption." This
commenter also stated the performance
exhaling sufficiently into a unit to
laboratory, should they be concerned

reasonable lengths of time, and to draw
into use all the components of the
apparatus that could be activated by a
user, in order to ensure that stressor
levels do not exceed human tolerances.
If an apparatus contains <45 L of
oxygen, more than one unit must be
tested in order to be able to evaluate the
relief valve which may not yet have
been used. For example, testing a CCER
which has approximately 24 L of oxygen
would theoretically result in that unit
running out of oxygen 4.5 minutes into
period 2. This will sufficiently test the
demand valve and carbon dioxide
absorbent canister; however, the
pressure required to operate the relief
valve will still be unknown. Therefore,
a second unit would have to be tested
at the sedentary work rate (0.5 liters/
minute V0 2 ) in order to evaluate the
characteristics of the relief valve.
The 1-minute average carbon dioxid e
measurement will not be tested
cumulatively over the duration of
multiple units; carbon dioxide cannot
accumulate during testing and skew th e
test results, as suggested by one
commenter. If the first unit tested fails
to scrub carbon dioxide within the first
minute at a 3-liter per minute demand,
it will not pass the test; testing will
conclude at that point, eliminating the
need for multiple units.
With respect to the comment that Cap
1 and Cap 2 devices would have to be
larger than currently available devices
to perform adequately under the
proposed work rates for capacity testing,
HHS does not believe this is accurate.
At least one currently approved device
meets the capacity requirements
specified for a Cap 1 rating. This also
suggests that higher capacity devices
intended for the Cap 2 and Cap 3 ratings
would also not need to be larger than
currently approved devices and
certainly manufacturers have market
incentive to minimize size and weight at
any given capacity.
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about the potential impact of humidity
in the environments where their CCERs
are stored and worn.
2. Temperature
Comment: ffi-IS received one
comment asking for clarification on
whether the extreme temperature
storage test is designed to evaluate the
effect of temperature shock by changing
the test temperature applied lo the
CCER from one extreme temperature
immediately to the other {hot to cold or
cold to hot). This comm enter suggested
allowing th e units to return to room
temperature between testing steps.
Response: HHS agrees with the
suggestion and has adopted it in the
final rule. NIOSH did not intend to
simulate temperature shock, which is
not an expected environmental
condition.
3. Shock
Comment: HHS received two
comments regarding shock testing of
CCER units. One com menter sought
clarification rega rding which six
orientations are to be tested, and
recommended that a diagram be
included in the final rule. The second
commenter requested clarification
regarding whether the shock testing
should be conducted with units packed
in their stowage containers, o r whether
the testing is meant to simulate the unit
being dropped while being removed
from its packaging.
Response: The intent of the
requi rement is to test the CCER along its
three principal axes: Top to bottom, left
to right, and front to hack. HHS has
revised the text in the final rule to
clarify the definition of these axes.
N10SH intends for testing to be
cond ucted in the packaging condition
designed by the applican t for individual
use while deployed. rft he CCER is
provided within a con tainer intended
for storage, versus the state in which it
is worn on a belt, carried. or tran sported
by the user, the unit would be removed
from the storage container. The text of
th e final rule reflects this intent.
4. Vibration
Comment: I-n-IS received one
comment suggesting that vibration
testing to high frequencies is not
relevant if CCERs are properly stored or
worn.
Response: HHS has retained the
vibration testing in the final rule
because CCERs deployed in the mining
environment experience such vibration
when set on or near certain mining
equipment (e.g. continuous miners,
mantrips). Exposnre to vibration would
also be expected in association with

engines and other machinery on ships
and in tunneling and other underground
construction and maintenance
operations as well as during the
transporta ti on of CCERs.

P. Section 84.308 Additional Testing
Comment: Three comments were
received regarding issues not addressed
in the proposed rule: Fire ha zard
attributable to the use of potassiu m
superoxide and chlorate cand les in
chemical oxygen un its.
Response: With regard to the
potassium superoxide and c hlorate
candles used in some chemical oxygen
units, while NIOSH is aware of the
potential for this chemical to create a
hazard, experience with CCERs has
shown that such ha zards are generally
created by misuse or mishandling of a
device. Potassium superoxide is not
known to pose a hazard to the
individual when the unit is properly
worn on a be lt, but has been known, for
example, to ignite upon being crushed
by mining machinery. Use of CCER
designs that employ potassium
superoxide and chlorate candles is not
within the pmview of HHS: HHS is not
authorized to address safety issues
related to th e proper transport and
storage of these respirators.
Comment: HHS received five
comments regarding the provisions for
eye protection. Two supported the
proposed standards; two suggested that
impact-resistant eye protection is not
supported by end users and would
increase the size of CCER units. A final
commenter requ ested that goggles meet
the high impact and flammability
requirements of ANSI 287.1-2003
Occupational and Educational Personal
Eye and Face Protection Devices for
maritime applications.
Response: All manufacturers provide
eye protection with currently certified
1-hour CCERs. The requirement for
reasonable d urabi lily according to the
cited consensus standard (Sub-clause
3.1 of ISO 4855 :1981 , Personal Eye
Protectors-Non-Optical Test Methods)
is appropriate for the potentially
physically challenging conditions while
CCERs are belt-worn and during their
use for an escape. NIOSH does not
expect that compliance with this
consensus standard would result in an
increase in the size of the eye protection
or, consequently. the CCER units in
which they are stored.
HHS does not find that the high
impact and flammability requirements
of ANSI 287.1-2003 are relevant to most
escape scenarios. Under particular use
conditions, more stringent performance
requirements could be sp ecified in the
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acquisition process if deemed necessary
by the purchaser.
HHS has made clarifications to the
text of§ 84.308(c)(3) and (4) which
indicate the intent of the durability and
fogging tests. It is imperative for th e
users' vision to be unimpeded by the
eye protection when attempting to use
the respirator for an escape.

Q. Section 84.309 Additional Testing
and Requirements for Dockable CCERs
Comment: One comment submitted to
HHS supported the intent behind the
<lockable CCER provisions but was
concerned that the provisions were not
extensive enough. In particular, the
com menter recommended HHS "force"
the introduction of thi s new technology
for use in the mining industry.
Response: The proposed provisions
for <lockable CCERs have been retained
in the final rule. These provisions cover
the apparent potential technical
con cerns associated with such
technology that HHS has been able to
identify. The use of this technology in
mining is not regulated by HHS.
Accordingly, this final rule includes
provisions that will allow the approval
of such devices, but does not include
provisions to force the development of
this technology and its introduction into
the mining industry.
R. Section 84.310 Post-Approval
Testing
Comment: HHS received various
comments on post-certification testi ng
of deployed CCERs. One commenter
encouraged HHS to expand the program.
Another supported the program but
suggested that the government should
not be obligated to replace units that it
tests. In relation to the replacement of
CCERs obtained by NIOSH for post
approval testing, another commenter
questioned the ramifi cations of a
manufacturer's decision to discontinue
production of a certain unit, and
whether manufacturers would be
required to produce more of the
discontinued units to replace those
tested. Another commenter suggested
that field evaluations do not accurately
demonstrate the extent of problems
associated with respirators in field, and
suggested that at least 3 percent of all
deployed units be tes ted at random. A
final commenter suggested that the text
of the rule specify that only units
passing user inspection criteria should
be examined in th e post-certification
testing.
Response: HHS has specified in the
final rule under§ 84 .310(0 that
manufacturers who discontinue a
particular line of respirators selected for
fie ld evaluation can replace those units
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with similar, NIOSH-approved CCERs.
HHS does not intend for the
replacement requirement to create any
barriers to the market exit of a
discontinued product. Furthermore.
NIOSH would continue to purchase
replacement units, as currently
practiced and proposed. The cost of
these field evaluations, which are
carried out as part of the research and
assurance functio n of the NIOSH
respirator certification program, would
not be appropriate to impose on CCER
owners. NIOSH believes this life-cycle
evaluation (inspection and testing)
program, as enhanced by the provisions
of this final rule, will continue to be an
effective method for the early
identification of possible problems in
these respirators after deployment.
NIOSH randomly selects deployed
CCER units for testing. The availability
of resources has determined and wi ll
continue to determine the sample size.
The evaluations select units from the
field that are identified by the employer
as having passed user inspection
criteria; furthermore, the NIOSH
evaluation itself begins with application
of these same inspection ctiteria.
Ill. Summary of the Rule
This rule establishes new
requirements for testing and approval of
CCERs under a new Subpart 0 of 42
CFR Part 84-Approval of Respiratory
Protective Devices. The new sub part
replaces all current requirements for
testing and approval of CCERs fou nd
under Subpart H. The following is a
section-by-section summary which
describes and explains the provisions of
the rule. The complete, final regulatory
text is provided in the last section of
this notice.
In the summary below, HHS indicates
the changes made in provisions of this
rule since the notice of proposed
rulemaking. These occur under
§§ 84.300, 84.301 , 84.302 , 84.304,
84.307 . 84.308 , and 84.310.

A. Subpart 0-Closed-Circuit Escape
Respirators
1. Section 84.300 Closed-Circuit
Escape Respirator, Description
This section provides a general
description of the CCER as a class of
respirator. It is intended to inform the
public and to serve as a legal and
practical definition for the purposes of
the NIOSH and MSHA respirator
approval program. In response to public
comments, the definition of CCER now
includes a brief description of respirator
uses in the mari ti me and railroad
industries, in addition to underground
coal mining.

2. Section 84.301 Applicability to New
and Previously Approved CCERs
This section establishes a 3-vear
period for continued manufacture and
labeling of CCERs approved under the
current regulations and sold by
manufacturers in order to phase-in the
implementation of the testing and
approval requirements of this final rule.
This provision, which is changed
slightly from th e proposed rule. allows
respirator manufacturers a reasonable
period of time to modify existing CCER
designs, if necessary, or to develop
entirely new designs that respond to the
new testing and certification
requirements. It also ensures that during
the interim, a constant supply of
approved CCERs will remain available
for purchase. The new requirements
will be applied to all new CCER designs
that are submitted for approval after the
effective date of this ru le. Manufacturers
may continue to manufacture and label
as NIOSH-approved and sell CCERs
with current approvals for up to 3 years
after the effective date.
As discussed in the public comment
section of the preamble above, HHS has
eliminated from the final rule the
proposal that currently approved CCERs
be re-approved under the new
requirements of this final rule to reta in
their approval beyond a 6-year
grandfather period. CCERs with current
approvals that are already deployed or
are manufactured and labeled NIOSH
approved within the 3-year phase-in
period will remain as NIOSH-approved
devices un til the conclus ion of their
service life.

are reversible, but high storage
temperatures can damage critical
in ternal CCER components, as
documented in the manufacturers'
service life plans. There must be a
means to detect and replace u nits
exposed to such storage conditions.
Paragraph (a)(3) requires that
manufacturers include a means by
which a person can detect any damage
or alteration of the chemical oxygen
storage or chemical carbon dioxide
scrubber that could cUminish the
NIOSH-certified performance of the unit
or pose a hazard to the user. These
chemical components of CCERs, as
presently designed, are susceptible to
such degradation. 28 Two manufacturers
currently design their CCERs with a
means of detecting such damage.
Paragraph (a)(4) maintains an existing
requirement u nder Subpart H that if a
CCER includes an oxygen sto rage vessel,
the vessel must be approved by the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT}
under 49 CFR Part 107: "Hazardous
Mate rials Program Procedures," unless
exempted under Subpart B of the DOT
regulation.
Paragraph (a)(5) requires that
manufacturers design and construct the
protective casing of the CCER to prevent
the user from accidentally opening it
and to prevent or clearly indicate its
prior opening, unless the CCER casing
were designed for such openings, for
inspection or purposes other than use in
an actual escape. These protections are
needed because the opening and re
closi ng of a unit not designed for such
operations, and the replacement of parts
not intended for replacement, can
damage the unit and degrade its
3. Section 84.302 Required
Components, Attributes, and
performance. NIOSH has investigated
Instructions
circumstances in which uni ts were
opened and modified by unau thorized
This section specifies the
components, attributes, and instructions persons, effectually altering the design
from the version that received NIOSH
required for each CCER. Some of these
testing
and certification.29
requ irements simply continue the
Paragraph (a)(6) requires that
current Subpart H requirements,
manufacturers include a means to detect
including th.e requirements for eye
the ingress of any water or water vapor
protection (paragraph (a)(l)); oxygen
t hat could d egrade the performance of
storage vessel (paragraph (a)(4)); and
the unit, un less the CCER was designed
general construction (paragraph (c)).
for its casing to be opened for frequent
Paragraph (a)(2) requires that
manufacturers include thermal exposure inspection. Because the chemical
indicators to allow a person to
28 Kytiaz.i N. SbubiUa JP. Self-contained self
determine whether the unit has been
rescuer field evaluation: seventh-phase results.
exposed to temperatures that exceed any Pittsburgh. PA: U.S. Department of Health and
Human Se rvices, Centers for Disease Coolrol and
temperature storage limits specified by
Prevention. National lnslitute for Occupational
the manufacturer. Currently. one
Snfety and Health: Man:b 2002. DHHS (NIOSHJ
manufacturer includes such indicators
Publication No. 2002-127, RI 9656.
in response to NIOSH evaluations
2
• K}'fiaz.i N, Shubi Ila JP (2000). Self-contained
finding that exceptionally low and high self-rescuer field evaluation: sixth-phase results.
Pittsburgh, PA: U.S. Department of Health and
storage temperatmes degrad e the
Services, Public Health Service, Centers for
functionality and performance of certain Human
Disease Coatrol and Prevention, National Institute
CCER designs. Adverse effects of low
for Occupational Safety and Health: Ju ly 2000.
temperature storage on current products DHHS (NlOSH) Publication No. 2000-128 . RI 9451.
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components of CCERs are especially
susceptible to damage or degradation
from moisture, the use r must be able to
readily and reliably check a unit for
potential water damage be fore each
work shift.
Paragraph (a)(7) is new (as discussed
above), and r equires that manufacturers
provide a means to detect damage or
defic iencies to units with oxygen
starters if they are a component critical
to the satisfactory performance of the
CCER.
Paragraph (b) requires that an
indicator must c learly and
unambi guously indicate th e occurrence
of the monitored condition.
Paragraph (c) requires that
manufacturers provide NIOSH with
information about indicators, where
they are required , to enable thorough
evaluation by NIOSH. Such information
should include an explanation of the
opera tion and function of the indicator,
data generated by the manufacturer, and
any equipment or special devices used
by the manufacturer to develop or test
the indicators.
Paragraph (d) mandates that CCER
components must meet the general
construction requirements in § 84 .61 .
Paragraph (e) requires that
manufacturers construct the CCER to
protect the user from inhaling most
toxic gases that might occur in a work
environment during an escape. To
ensure such gases cannot readily
penetrate the breathing circuit of the
CCER during its use, NIOSH will test
the integrity of the CCER breathiug
circuit by following the gasoline vapor
test procedure for breathing bags
available from the NIOSH Web site
http://www.cdc.gov/nioshlnpptl. The
test will be conducted on a single CCER
unit.
The specified gasoline vapor test
provides reasonable assurance that the
breathing gas supply of the user will be
protected from atmospheres that include
hazardous vapors possibly associated
with escapes from mines and most other
enclosed or confined spaces. The
proposed requirement for this testing is
not new. It is included under Subpart H
of this part(§ 84.85) for all self
contained breathing apparatus (the class
of respirators to which CCERs belong)
currently approved by NIOSH.
Paragraphs (f) and (g} require that the
design, construction, and materials of
CCERs not introduce combustion or

other u nspecified safety or health
hazards.
In re sponse to public co mments,
paragraph (h) i:equires that
manufacturers provide purchasers with
instructions, rather than requiring
instructions to accompany each
individual unit, as was proposed in the
notice of proposed rulemaking. A
service life plan must accompany each
application to NIOSH for CCER
approval. These requirements generally
reflect cur rent prac tice.
Jn response to the public comment
regarding labeling, paragraph (i)
requires manufacturers to identify on
each CCER approval labe l the capacity
rating and number of liters nf oxygen as
determined by NIOSH through capacity
testing.
4. Section 84.303 Gen eral Testing
Coudition s and Requirements

This section establishes the general
testing conditions and requirements for
the approval of CCERs.
Paragraph (a) specifies that NIOSH
will use the breathing and metabolic
simulator tests specified in this subpart
for all quantitative evaluations of the
performance of a CCER. NIOSH wi ll use
human subject tests for qualitative
evaluations, which include evaluations
of the "wearability" of the CCER design
(e.g., ergonomic considerations
concerning its practical impact on the
user's escape).
Breathing and metabolic simulators
are mechanical devices that simulate
human respiratory functions .3o They
allow for precisely controlled and
monitored tests. whereas comparable
testing conducted usiug human subjects
on a treadmill in vo lves substantial
variability with respect to one or more
metabolic parameters. The use of these
simulators to evaluate respirator
performance has been validated by
NIOSH through a series of MSHA peer
reviewed studies over the past 20
years. 31 These studies, which include
Jo Kyriazi N. Developmenl of on oulomoled
breolhing ond melobolic .<imulotor. Pittsbu1gh. PA :
U.S. Department o r 1he lnlerior. Bureau of Mines;
1986 IC9110.
3 • Kyriazi N, Kovac JG, Shubilla fP, Duerr WH,
Kravi 1z J. Self.contoinod self-rescuer field
evaluotion: first-y~or results of S·yeor •ludy.
Pil!sburgh, PA: U.S. Department of the In terior.
Bureau o f Mines: January 1986. RI 9051.
Kyriaz i N. Shubilla JP. Se/f-conloine d self-rescuer
field eva/uotion : rcsulls from 1982-1990.
Pitlsbuxgh . PA: C.S. Department o f the Interio r,
Bureau or Miues; January 1992. Rf 9401.
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side-by-side comparisons using three
person panels of human subjects on
tread mills against testing using an
ABMS , demonstrate that the simulator
replicates the performance of human
subjects with respect to all important
metabolic variables, including oxygen
consumption rate, average rates of
carbnn dioxide production. ventilation
rates, respiratory frequencies,
respi ratory temperatures (dry- and wet
bulb), and breathing pressures. An
advantage of the simulators is that their
performance for all metabolic
parameters can be calibrated and
replicated, whereas each human test
subject performs uniquely, making the
testing more difficult to replicate.
Manufacturers and others who would
wish to duplicate NIOSH breathing and
metabolic simulators in their own
testing facil ities can obtain technical
specificatinns from NIOSH. General,
non-proprietary information on the
design and operation of the si mulators
is also available from the NIOSH Web
site: hHp:l/www.cdc.gov/nioshlnpptl.
Paragraph (b) specifies that 4 stressors
will be monitored constantly throughout
testing: The average concentrations of
inhaled carbon diox ide and oxygen,
peak breathing pressures at inhalation
and exhalation, and the wet-bulb
temperature (the tem perature of inhaled
breathing gas as would be? sensed by
the CCER user's trachea). Paragraph (d)
establishes that CCERs must perform
within the acceptable ranges of
measurement specified in Table 1
below.
Kyriazi N, Shubilla )P. Self-contained self-rescuer
field evaluation: fourth -p hase re sults. Pillsburgh.
PA: U.S. Department o f the lnlerior. Bureau of
Mines: January 1994. RI 9499 .
Kyriazi N, Shubilla JP, Self-contained self-rescuer
field evoluation: fifth -phase results. Piusburgh, PA:
U.S. Department of Energy; December 1996. Rl
96 35.
Kyriazi N, Shubilla JP. Self-contained se.lf-rescuer
field evoluotian: sixlli-pliose re•ull s. Pittsburgh. PA:
U.S. Department of Health end Human Services,
Public Health Service. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, National Institute for Occupationa l
Safely and Health : fuly 2000. DlfHS {N IOSH)
Publicatior1 '<o. 2000-128, IC 94:;1.
Kyriazi N, ShubiUa JP. Self-contoined self-rescuer
field evaluation: seventh-phase results. Pittsburgh .
PA: U.S. Departmen t of Health and Human
Services, Centers for Disease Contwl and
Prevention, National Institute for Occupational
Safe ly and Health ; Ma rch 2002. DHHS (NJOSH)
Publication No. 2002-127, RI 9656.
'" Wet·bulb temperature is a measurement of the
lempera ture of a wet s urface. It represeulS the
temperatuxe of the inhaled breathing gas in tho
CCER user's trachea.
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TABLE 1-MONITORED STRESSORS AND THEIR ACCEPTABLE RANGES

Acceptable range
operating
average

Slressor

Acceptable range
excursion

Average inhaled C02 ..........................................
.........................,.,,.......... ,
<1.5%
.............. .
:>4%,
Average inhaled 02 ..................................................
.................... .
>19.5% ...................
~15%.
Peak Breathing ......
.............................................................................................. . t.P s 200 mm H10
-300::; t.P
s 200 mm HiO.
Pressures .................................................................................................................. ..
Wet-bulb temperature.32 .... ............ ................... .. .... ...... ............................................ ..... <43 °C .............. ................. . ::;so c.
0

The acceptable ranges for inhaled
carbon dioxide were determined by
physiological testing performed al the
Noll Lab for Human Performance
Research at Pennsylvania State
University. This research showed no
disabling physical effects in active men
breathing 5 percent carbon dioxide for
long periods of time. 33 Decision-making
was slightly impaired in some subjects
after breathing 4 percent carbon dioxide
for 1 hour. NIOSH has found in the
testing of escape respirators that carbon
dioxide levels of 1.5 percent can be
tolerated for the limited periods for
which these devices are designed
without any deleterious effect on the
test subjects. Therefore, NIOSH requires
the CCER to maintain the inhaled levels
of carbon dioxide below 4 percent (as a
1-minute average) during all testing and
below an average ofl.5 percent over the
full duration of the test.
The normal, sea-level oxygen content
of air is approximately 21 percent. The
minimum acceptable operating average
of 19.5 percent for inhaled oxygen that
NIOSH requires the CCER to provide
over the full duration of the certification
tests was determined based on OSHA's
respiratory protection standard 29 CFR
1910.134. which establishes a minimum
level of oxygen for protecting the health
and safety of workers. However,
permitting oxygen levels to go as low as
15 percent enables size and weight
reductions of CCERs with little user
impact.34 The acceptable range for these
excursions was determined based on
testing of pilots at various altitudes.
This research indicates that judgment,
reaction time, spatial orientation, and
"Kaman E. Deno S, Vercruyyen M. Physiological
responses of miners to emergency. Vol. 1-Self
contained brealhing apparolus slressors. University
Park, PA: The Pennsylvania Stale University. U.S.
Bureau of Mines contract No. )0100092; 1984:13.
34 Paul MA, Fraser WD. Performance during mild
acute hypoxia. Aviotion. Space, ond environmentol
Medicine. 1994:65(10):891-899: Malkin VB.
Barometric pressure end gas cempesilion.
Foundations of Space Biology and Jvledicine, Vol.
II, Book 1: Ecological and Pbysiological Bases of
Spnce Biology and Medicine. 1975 at 25-31: and
Fawler B. Paul M, Portier G. Elcolltbe DO. and
Taylor M. A re-evalua tion nf the minimum altitude
at which hypoxic performlUlce decremonts can be
detected. Ergonomks. 1985;28(5):781-791.

other cognitive processes begin to
become impaired from chronic exposure
at oxygen levels below 15 percent. 3 5
Therefore, NIOSH requires the CCER to
provide levels of oxygen above 15
percent (as a 1-minute average) during
all testing and above an average of 19.5
percent over the full duration of the test.
These limits would provide assurance
that the CCER user would never be
prevented from escaping due to an
insufficient concentration of oxygen in
the breathing gas supplied by the CCER.
The acceptable ranges for wet-bulb 3()
temperature are based on physiological
research conducted at Pennsylvania
State University. Researchers found the
highest tolerable wet-bulb temperature
of inhaled air was approximately
so °C.J 7 Based on such research and
NIOSH findings from testing escape
respirators, NIOSH establishes 50 °C as
an excursion limit and 43 °C as an
average operating requirement. Test
subjects have found this temperature to
be tolerable during the 1-hour
certification tests.
The ranges for peak breathing
pressures were determined based on
physiological research indicating that
most individuals can generate peak
breathing pressures equaling or
exceeding - 300 to 200 mm of H 20 for
only a short period of lime.3e Based on
35 Fowler B, Paul M, Parlier G, Elcombe 00,
Taylor M. A rnevaluatien of the minimum altiluda
al which hypoxic performance decrements cen be
detected. Ergonomics. 1985 :28(5 ): 781-791.
3 ° For the same inhaled air temperature, the
thermal load of humid air is higher than that of dry
air. Tbe maximum thermal load tolerated by a
human being can be specified by many
co mbinations of dry-bulb temperature end re lative
humidity. or by one wet-bulb tempe rature, for
which the temperature is measured using a wet
thermometer surface. Researchers have
demonstreted thal the wet-bulb temperature of the
inspired air most accurately llteasures heal stress to
the tissues ef the mouth, as COlltpared to
temperature readings from an ordinary, dry
thermometer, even when combined with the control
of relative humidity. Kan1on E. Bernard T, Stein R.

Steady state respiratory responses to tasks used in
Fe deral testing of self-contained braathing
apparatus. AIHA/. 19 75:36:88&-896 .
31 Karnon E. Bernard T, Stein R. Steady state
respiratory responses to tasks used in Federal
testing of self-contained breathing apparatus.
A/HA/. 1975;36:88&-896.
Jo Hodgson JL. Physiologicol cosls and
consequences of mine escape OIJd rescue.

NIOSH findings from testing escape
respirators, the 200 mm average
operating requirement provides a
tolerable limit for the duration of an
escape. Use of these values as limits will
allow most CCER users to escape
without any constraint on their level of
exertion. Users who cannot generate
these pressures may be forced at some
point to slow the pace of their escape.
Jn addition to establishing these
stressor limits for testing, this section
provides under paragraph (c) that
capacity and performance tests
conclude when the stored breathing gas
supply has been fully expended. This is
important because the adequacy of the
performance of a CCER depends upon
the user clearly recognizing when the
breathing gas supply is expended. High
carbon dioxide levels can deceive the
user into believing the respirator is not
working and hence to prematurely
abandon use of the CCER during an
escape. Designing CCERs so that carbon
dioxide levels are controlled until the
oxygen supply is fully expended will
he! p ensure that a user can make use of
all of the available oxygen.
This section also provides under
paragraph (d)(2) that a CCER will fail a
wearability test if a human subject
cannot complete the test for any reason
related to the CCER. Any design,
construction, or performance attribute of
a CCER that prevents a user from
completing the wearability test will
threaten the successful use of the CCER
for an escape.
5. Section 84.304 Capacity Test
Requirements
This section specifies the testing
regime that will be used to rate and
quantify the capacity of the CCER, in
terms of the volume of oxygen that the
respirator provides to the user. It
ensures the CCER will provide the
quantity as measured in the NIOSH
testing as a constantly adequate supply
of breathing gas, in terms of the stressors
addressed in § 84.303 of this part. The
capacity will be evaluated in terms of
University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State
University. U.S. Bureau of Mines conlracl No.
J03453 27; 1993:19.
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the volume of oxygen, in liters , that the
CCER effecti vely delivers for
consump tion by the user. All volumes
are given at standard temperature (0 gC)
and pressure (760 mm Hg), dry, unless
otherwise noted. This capacity can
differ from th e volume of oxygen stored
by th e CCER, some of which may be
wasted rather than inhaled by the user,
depending on the particular design of
the CCER and the work rate of th e user.
A CCER will operate for a shorter
duration when the oxygen consumptio n
rate is high. Hypothetically, a 190
pound man, at rest, is estima ted to
consume a volume of oxygen of .5 liters
per minute. If he were walking in an
upright position at 3 miles per ho ur, it
is estimat ed that he could consume 1.18
liters per minute. The same man
running in an upright position at 5
miles per hour is eslimated to consume
2.72 liters per minute.39
A 3-capacity ratings system is
established in this section : "Cap 1-Cap

3." Cap l provides 20 to 59 liters of
oxygen for short escapes that could be
accomplished quickly; Cap 2 provides
60 to 79 liters for escapes of moderate
distance; and Cap 3 provides 80 or more
liters for the lengthiest escapes. The 3
capacity ratings correspond to th e liter
q uantiti es of breathing gas supplies that
are expended during the NIOSH
capacity testing within approximately
10, 30, and 60 minutes. respectively.
The Cap 3 rating is comparable to the
current NIOSH-certified 60-minute
rating for CCERs; 10-minute units
provide approximately 25 liters of
oxygen, comparable to a Cap 1. The
oxygen consumption rate associated
with this rating is th e average rate
demonstrated through NIOSH testing of
the 50th percentile miner by weight
(191 pounds) performing the 1-hour
"man test 4." 40 The test is a series of
laboratory-based physical activities
similar to those involved in coal mine
rescues and escapes, incl uding vertical

treadmill climbs, walks, runs, and
carries and pulls o f substantial weights.
As discussed und er JI(C), however. the
duration of ad equate breathing gas
supply actually provided to a user by a
respirator of a given capacity rating will
depend on the degree of exertion
involved in the particular escape and
th e size of the respirator user. For this
reason, as discussed under ll(Cl. NIOSH
believes the change from a certification
based on duration to one based on
capacity is important. Using the
hypothetical example of the 190-pound
man ab ove, the follow ing table provides
a set of possible use durations for
illustrative purposes. These are
calculated based on a consideration of
limited factors and ideal use conditions
and would be unlikely to match actual
durations achieved by users in actual or
si mulated escapes.

CAPACITY VERSUS WORK ACTIVITY

Capacity 1
(20 liters)

Capacity 2
(60 liters]

At Rest .................... ......... ..................... ... .......................................... . 40 minutes
120 minutes ......
(.5 Uminute)
Run at 3 mph .................. ............. ....................... ........................... .
17 minutes
51 minutes
(1.18 Uminute)
7 minutes .................... 21 minutes
Run at 5 mph ........ .......... ............................................... .................
(2.72 Uminute)

Capacity 3
(80 liters)
160 minutes.
68 minutes.
28 minutes.

In addition to having a capacity rating
system to categorize products,
manufacturers will use the actual tested
capacity of approved respirator models,
which NI OSH will report to the
manufacturer in increments of 5 liters,
to s pecify more precisel y th e capacity of
each product. This will enable
employers to readily compa re
di fferences in respirator capacity within
a given ra ting, more closely match a
respirator model to their particular
needs, and choose the respirator model
that best serves their employees. For
example, an employer might determine
through simulation of escapes that
employees will need a Cap 3 CCER
model that provides 95 liters to allow
for the worst contingencies.
Alternatively. an employer might
determine that a Cap 3 model that
provides 80 liters is sufficient and better
designed. in terms of physical
dimensions or operational

characteristics, to accommodate the
routine work tasks and escape
contingencies of the employees.
The capacity testing will evaluate
seven CCER units using the breathing
and metabolic simulator. Three will be
tested in the condition received from
the applicant (i.e., "new" condition),
two will receive environmental
treatments prior to capacity testi ng, an d
the remaining two units will be tested
at the cold-temperature limit specified
by the manufacturer, after being stored
at the specified temperature.
Each unit will be tested at the work
rate identified in Table 2 below,
according to the capacity level
designated by the applicant. In terms of
tbe rate of oxygen usage, carbon dioxide
production, ventila tion rate , and
respiratory frequency, the work rates are
representative of the average work rate
that the typical CCER user might sustain
during an escape, based on laboratory

physiological testing involving
miners. 41 As Table 2 shows, the greater
the capacity of the CCER, the lower the
work rate that would be used to test the
CCER, reflecting the lower average rate
of exertion that the typical user would
be capable of sus taining for escapes of
longer duration. Low capacity devices
are likely to be used for short, very
challenging escapes that would in duce
exceptionally high work rates. NIOSH
finds it is appropriate to apply a work
rate that represents the level of exertion
sustainable by a typical user while using
a device of a particular capacity. Hence,
NIOSH specifies such an approach in
this rule.
One of the units submitted will be
tested by a human subject on a
treadmill. The purpose of this human
test is to provide assurance that the
simulator is reasonably measuring the
capacity of the respirator as it would be
expended in actual use.

,. Kam on E. Bernard T, Stein R. Steady slate
respiratory responses 10 tasks used in Federal
testing ef se]f-{;onlained breathing apparatus.

•osea q2 CFR 84 .1 00, Table 4 for the specific
requ ireme nts of man last 4.
•• Karnon E. Bernard T, Stein R. Steady s late
respiratory rospooses to tasks used in Federal

testing of self-contained breathing apparatus.

A/HA/. 1975:36:886- 896.

A/HA/. 1975;36 :886-69&.
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TABLE 2-CAPACITY TEST REQUIREMENTS

Capacity
(L of 02)

Capacity rating
Cap 1
Cap 2
Cap 3

V02
(Umin)

20 SL 5 59 .......................................... .... .
60 S L S 79 .. ...................................... .... .
L ~

VC02
(Umin)

2 .50
2.00
1.35

80 ........... ........ ..... ...... ... ............ ......... .

RF
(Brealhs/
min)

Ve
(Umin)

2.50
1.80
1.15

55
44
30

22
20
18

V02 = volume of oxygen consumed per minule; VC02 = volume of carbon dioxide produced per minute.
Ve = ventilation rate in liters of air per minute; RF= respiratory frequency.
In addition to this standard testing
regime to be used for all CCERs, when
testing CCER models to be co-approved
with MSHA for use in coal mines,
NIOSH will also continue to conduct
the appropriate man test 4 protocol
discussed above for determination of the
suitability of these CCERs to be used in
U.S. underground coal mines. This
testing is the same as is required under
the current 42 CFR Part 84 regulations.
The Federal Mine Safety and Health Act
requires that "no mandatory heal th or
safety standard * * * shall reduce the
protection afforded miners by an
existing mandatory health or safety
standard." 42 The use of the capacity
rating system and associated tests to
approve equipment for use in
underground coal mines will not
constitute a reduction in protection or a
reduction in the duration of breathing
supply regulated under the current
MSHA duration requirements for self
contained self-rescuers. Nevertheless,
NIOSH and MSHA agree that the
continued use of man test 4 , as a
supplement to the final new testi ng
requirements and capacity rating
system. will be the most practical
method demonstrating such compliance
with the cited provision of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act. The Cap 3
unit approved for use in mining also
meets the 1-hour requirement and the

Cap 1 and Cap 2 units approved for use
in mining also meet no Jess than the 10
minute requirement under MSHA 's
existing standards.

if a CCER user is not adequately trained
in its use.
Many CCER users are trained to
exhale into a CCER upon donning it
because this is the recommended
6. Section 84.305 Performance Test
practice for CCERs supplied with
Requirements
chemical oxygen if th e oxygen starter
fails . Jn an emergency, it is likely that
This section specifies th e performance
some users will exhale into the CCER
testing regimen that will be used to
regardless of its design, in which case
certify the ability of the CCER to provide
NIOSH needs to ensure that the
a constantly adequate breathing supply
respirator will perform adequately. For
for the user immediately upon donning
this reason , NIOSH is establishing a
and under varied work rates , including
generic performance testing protocol,
a level representative of peak demand
irrespective of CCER design , that
and minimal demand. The high work
includes the hypoxia testing procedure
rates used during the test will activate
in which the test will begin with two
the demand valve, if present in the
exhalations into the unit at the specified
CCER model, and stress the carbon
ventilation rate and then follow the
dioxide absorbent. The low work rate
manufacturer's instructions to
wou ld activate the relief valve, if
determine the design 's susceptibility to
present. The test includes a procedure
hypoxia upon initial donning.
(immediate exhalation into the unit
The performance testing will evaluate
upon donning) to evaluate the potential CCER units using the breathing and
for the user to experience hypoxia (a
metabolic simulator. Of these, three
deficient oxygen concentration) upon
units will be tested in new condition,
donning the CCER. Hypoxi a could occur and two will receive environmental
with a CCER using compressed oxygen
treatments prior to performance testing.
and a demand valve if the user forces
The testing regimen will employ th e
enough nitrogen into the breathing
following oxygen use-rate cycle: 3.0
circuit to prevent the activation of the
liters per minute for 5 minutes, 2.0 liters
demand valve and the user had
per minute for 15 minutes, and 0 .5 liters
consumed more oxygen than the
per minute for 10 minutes. Other
constant quantity supplied by the CCER. parameters of the testing are specified in
Table 3 below.
Such a s ituation is more likely to arise

TABLE 3-PERFORMANCE TEST REQUIREMENTS

Duration per
cycle
(in minutes)

Wor1<-rate test sequence
1. Peak .......... ........................................... ................... .. ...... ............. .... ...
2. High ........ ........... .. ................... ............. ......... ....................... ... ............ .
3. Low ..................................................................................................... .

V0 2
(Umin)

5
15
10

VC02
(Umin)

3.00
2.00
0.50

3.20
1.80
0.40

Ve
(Umin)

RF
(breaths/
min)

65.0
44.0
20.0

25
20
12

V0 2 =volume or oxy~en consumed per minute; VC02 = volume of carbon dioxide produced per minute.
Ve =ventilation rate 1n liters of air per minute; RF= respiratory frequency.
The 3.0 liters per minute oxygen use
rate represents peak exertion. The 2.0
liters per minute oxygen use-rate is
42

30 U.S.C. 811(a)(9).
N. Beeckman D. Hodou.s T. Evalualion
of proposed me I.hods to updato human testing or
self-contained breathing apparatus. A/HA/. Dec.
1995;56:1195-1200.
43 Tumer

high, representing substantial ex ertion.
The 0.5 liters per minute oxygen use
rate is very Jow, representing a

sedentary person, such as a worker who
might be trapped and awaiting rescue.43

Lo uhevaara V, Tuomi T. Smolander ), et al.
Cardiorespiratory strain in jobs tha t require
respiratory protection. /nt. Arch . Occup. Environ.
Health. 1985:55:195-206.

Lemon PW. Hermiston RT. The human onergy
cosl of fire fighting. /. Occup . Med. Aug.
1977:19:556-562.
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The test will be started bv the
limitation, if a unit contains less than 50
exhalation of two large b reath s into the
liters of useable oxygen (as determined
unit before donning it. This will
by the capacity tes t under § 84.304).
determine the s usceptibility of the CCER NIOSH will reqnire the s ubmi ssion of
to hypoxia.
additional units so that the test can be
Since th e testing cycle requires 50
comp leted through the testing of a
liters of oxygen, CCERs that have less
sequence of two or three units. as
than a 50 liter capacity will exhaust
necessary. Snch a requirement ensures
th eir capacity prior to co mpleting a full
that the CCER is tested at each work rate
cycle as specified. To accom modat e this in its entirety . CCERs with grea ter than
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a 50 liter capacity will repeat the cycle
until the oxygen supply is exhausted, as
indicated in the graph below.
One un it will be tested by a human
subject on a treadmill. The purpose o f
the human subject test is to provide
assurance that the respirator will
perform effectively when responding to
the more variable loading produced by
a human subject.

Performance Test

l.S

VO,, L/ mio
1.5

L

0.S

70

Time, minules

7. Section 84.306 Wearability Test
Requirements
This section specifies the testing
regimen that will be used to ensure that
the CCER can be easily and quickly
donned. The testing procedures also
enswe that during any reasonably
anticipated activity, the CCER will not
physically harm or significantly hind er
the user and would provide an adequate
and un interrupted supply of breathing
gas. Testing will be conducted using
three human subjects of differing
he ights and weights, 44 as specified, to
provide reasonab le assurance that the
results would be representative of most
potential CCER users.
Subsection (b) requires that trained
users be able to successfully don the
CCER, initiating breathing through th e
device within 30 seconds. This
c riterion. derived from cu rrent training
requirem en ts for the use of CCERs used
in mining,45 is reasonabl y protective in
the case of emergency scenarios
involving an explosion or sudden
detec tion of a hazardous breathing

env ironment. This subsection allows
NTOSH to determine whether any
particular design, construction, or
material characteristic of the CCER
could hinder the user in the correct and
time! y donning of the CCER. These
determinati ons mav be made based on
either the demonstrated ability of a
human subject to don the CCER as
required or the identification of
plausible circumstances that would
prevent the required timely donning.
Subsection (c) and the tabl e below
spec ify the ac tiviti es that will be
performed by the h u man subjects to test
the CCER. These activities are derived
from th e present regulations and
represent the types of activities and
physical orientations that may occur
during escapes. The test will
continuously monitor the CCER to
ensure these activities and orientations
do not adversely affect the adequacy of
the CCER's supply of breathing gas and
to identify any potential for the CCER to
harm or hinder the user during an
escape.

••The si~e range is intended to be representativo
of respirator users. See: Zhuang Zand Bradtmiller
B. Head-and-face a.nlhropometric survey of U.S.
res pirator users. f . Occup. Environ Hyg . 2005;2:56 7

TABLE 4-WEARABILITY TEST
REQUIREMENTS

576.
45 Vaught C. Brnich MJ, and Kellner HJ .
lnslruc tlonal mode and its effect on inilio/ se/f
conlained self-rescuer donning allempls during
/raining. Pittsburgh, PA: US. Oeparlment of the
Interior. Bureau of Mines: 19116. RI 9208.

Activity

Minimum duration

Sitting .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. ........ 1 minute.
Stooped walking ........ 1 minute.
Crawling ..................... 1 minute.

TABLE 4-WEARABILITY TEST
AEOUI REMENTS-Continued
Activity

Minimum duration

Lying on left side
Lying on right side .... .
Lying on back ........... .
Bending over to touch
toes.
Turning head from
side to side.
Nodding head up and
down.
Climbing steps or a
taddermill.
Carrying 50-lb bag on
treadmill al 5 kph.
Lilting 20·1b weight
from floor to an up·
right position .
Running on treadmill
at 10 kph.
8 . Section 84.307
Treatmen ts

1 minute.

1 minute.
1 minute .
1 minute.
1 minule (al least 10

times).
1 minute (at least 10
times).
1 minute (1 step/sec
ond).
1 minute.
1

minute (at least 10
limes).

1 minute.

Environmental

This section specifies the
enviro nmental treatments that will be
administered to the CCER to ensure that
it is reasonably durable and resistant to
the potentially performance-degrading
environmental factors of extreme storage
temperatures, shock, and vibration.
The extreme storage temperature test
specified in subsection (b) is based on
worst-case scenarios. For example, the
high temperatu re (71 °C) test is based on
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the temperature associated with storage
in the trunks of vehicles. In response to
public comments, units will be allowed
to return to room temperature between
steps.
The shock test specified in subsection
(cl. which is a series of 1-meler drops
onto a concrete surface, is based on the
height at which the respirator would be
handled and attached to the user's belt.
In response to public comments, the
provision specifies that the shock test
will be conducted on units in the casing
in which they are deployed for
individual use.
The vibration lest specified in
subsection (d) is a composite test based
on the vibratio n levels measured on the
frames of underground longwall and
continuous mining machines and on
underground and surface haulage
vehicles. 4 6

established by the European Committee
for Standardization, a consensus
standard -setting organization within the
European Union.4 B These specified
tests, which are widely accepted by the
safety and manufacturing communities,
are incorporated by reference into this
rule.

10. Section 84.309 Additional Testing
and Requirements for Dockable CCERs
This section will provide for NIOSH
to test and approve <lockable CCERs.
which are CCERs that would allow the
user to resupply the breathing gas
source included in the CCER through
the attachment (docking) of breathing
gas resupply sources that would be
cached at locations along escape routes.
Such dock.able CCERs do not presently
exist in the U.S. respirator market, but
substantial interest in such technology
has been expressed in the mining
9. Section 84.308 Additional Testing
community, most recently in response
to the Sago Mine disaster in 2006.4 9
This section speci fies several other
Paragraph (a) specifies that NlOSH
tests that NIOSH will conduct, as
appropriate. Each unit tested must meet will conduct testing to ensure that the
CCER user will be able to perform the
the conditions specified in the test to
docking process safely, reliably. and
receive approval.
quickly under escape conditions.
Under subsection (b). NIOSH will
perform safety hazard tests on any CCER Precise testing protocols are not
specified because they will depend on
that stores more than 200 liters of
the technology, which has yet to be
oxygen or that stores co mpressed
oxygen at pressures exceeding 3,000 psi. developed; test protocols will be posted
on the NlOSH Web site once they are
None of the current 1-hour CCER
created. However, the provisions clearly
designs has such storage capacities.
specify the qualitative performance
However, if such a design were
characteristics required for approval.
submitted for approval, the applicant
Paragraph (b) provides that NlOSH
would have to provide an additional 15
will designate CCERs that meet the
units of the CCER for these additional
tests. The specifications for the tests are testing requirements of this section as
" Dockable."
provided in a series of Bureau of Mines
Paragraph (c) provides that NIOSH
reports referenced in the regulatory text.
will
assign the capacity rating to the
Under subsection (c), NlOSH will
<lockable CCER using only the breathing
perform a series of tests on one or more
gas supply included for the initial use
units of every CCER submitted for
approval to evaluate the effectiveness of of the wearable apparatus. In other
words, the capacity of the breathing gas
the required eye protection (goggles or
resupply units will not be taken into
an escape hood lens) against dust, gas,
account
in rating the capacity of the
and fogging that could impair the user's
CCER.
vision. as well as for durability. The
Paragraph (d) provides that NlOSH
tests proposed for dust and gas and
test the breathing gas resupply units
durability were established by the
produced for the <lockable unit and
International Organization for
specify their capacities using capacity
Standardization (ISO). a globally
testing procedures consistent with those
recognized consensus standard setting
47
organizat ion. The test for fogging was
••European Standard BS EN 168;2002, Personal
Dayton T. Brown, Inc. Environmentol tesr
criteria for the occeptobility of mine
instrumentation . Phase l, Final Report DTB2GR80
0643 . U.S. Bureau of Mines contract No. )0100040;
June 1980;72.
47 !SO 4BS 5:1981 . Personal eye-protectors-Non.
optical test methods. International Organization fo r
Standardization. Clauses 13, 14; Sub-Clause 3.1.
Copies are available for inspection at NlOSH [see
rule text for details) and for purchase from the ISO
Web site at: ht!p:lfwww.iso.org/iso/
catalogue_ detoil.htm?csnumber= l 0838. Accessed
October 7. 2010.
48

eye-protection. Non-opticol 1est melhods. European
Committee for Standardization. January 2002.
Copies are available for inspection at NJOSH (see
rule text for details) and for purchase from the BSC
British Standards Web site at: http://
shop.bsigroup.com/en/ ProductDetail/
?pid=<OOOOOOOOOOJOOJ6280. Accessed October 7.
2010.
• 9 McAteer JD, et al. Th e Sago Mine disaster: o
preliminary report to Governor foe Manchin lll.
Buckhannon. West Virginie: July 2006:14. http://
W>YW. wvgov.org/
SogaMineDisoslerjuly2006FINA L.pdf Accessed
October 7, 2010.

applied to testing the <lockable CCER.
This testing is necessary so that users
have NlOSH verification of the capacity
of the resupply units. The provision also
provides for appropriate labeling to
specify the capacity of the resupply unit
and its compatibility with the CCER.
Paragraph (e) provides that NlOSH
will be able to require the applicant to
provide additional units of the CCER for
the additional testing associated with
<lockable units. NIOSH cannot
determine at tbis time whether
additional units will be needed.
Paragraph (f) provides that NlOSH
will not ap prove a CCER with docking
components, even without the NIOSH
"Dockable" designation, unless it
satisfies the testing and other
requirements proposed for approving
<lockable units. This provision is
intended to avoid the plausible
circumstance of users mistaking
certified CCERs with docking
components as having been approved by
NlOSH as <lockable.
11. Section 84 .310 Post-Approval
Testing
This section provides for NlOSH to
conduct periodic testing of deployed
units of approved CCERs. The purpose
of such post-approval testing is to
evaluate the capacity and performance
of the approved CCER after it has been
subject to actual field conditions
including operations, storage, and
handling at worksites. NIOSH will
obtain such units from employers in
exchange for new units, substituted at
no cost to the employer. NIOSH will
require, as a condition of continued
approval, that the applicant make
available for purchase by NIOSH a
sufficient number of new units (not to
exceed 100 units annually) to support
the post-approval testing program. On
several occasions, NlOSH has been
hampered by the lack of an available
supply of a CCER model, either because
the manufacturer produces the products
intermittently or has ceased production
permanently. In response to public
comments, the rule allows
manufacturers that discontinue a
particular line of respirators selected for
field evaluation to replace those units
with similar, NIOSH-approved CCERs.
lf testing indicates that deployed units
of a CCER are not consistently meeting
the capacity and performance standards
under which the CCER was approved,
NlOSH will request remedial actions by
the applicant. NlOSH will be authorized
to revoke the approval of a CCER if the
applicant does not remediate the
cause(s) of the problem(s). In such a
case, NIOSH will work with the relevant
regulatory agencies and industry and
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labor organizations to notify users of the
revocation.
A program of post-approval testing is
important for assuring users of the
effectiveness of their equipment.
Simulations of environmental
conditions conducted in a laboratory
during the approval process cannot
perfectly and comprehensively replicate
all conditions that might be associated
with the actual storage and wearing of
CCERs in mines and other work
environments. The post-approval testing
also serves to identify potential
problems of quality control in the
manufacturing process. The regulatory
requirements of this section ensure the
feasibility of a post-approval testing
program and establish specific
authorities and obligations in
connection with the results of such
testing.

Subparts H through L. Furthennore, by
technical erro r, ex isting Subparts N and
KK have been inadvertentl y omitted
from coverage under Subpart G, even
though this provision was intended to
apply to a ll respirators types. In this
fina l rule, HHS extends the coverage of
Subpart G to all respirators certified
und er this Part (i.e., Subparts H through
KK) to clearly specify the
comprehensive coverage of Sub part G to
all respirator types presently approved.
This change also provides coverage
un der Subpart G for respirator types that
might be distinguished under newly
created sec tions in the future .
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rescue device when used and
maintained as prescribed by MSHA.
By changing the nome nclature used to
identify differen t size CCER models, the
new rule will change the criteria by
wh ic h N10SH and MSHA approve
CCERs intended for use in mines.
MSHA, as a co-approver, will determ ine
whether they meet the requi rements of
paragraphs (a) and (b) of the MSHA
regulation, consisten t wi th the NIOSH
approval process. As discussed above in
Section I.C. of the p reamble, there is
evidence th at the dura tion rating system
causes the user to believe that the
apparatus will las t for a specific le ngth
of time, regardless of the user's weight.
C. Subpa11 H- Self-Contain ed Breath ing physical condition, or activity. This is
Apparatus
not an accurate interpretation. Relying
on a 1-hour unit to supply 1 hour of
1. Section 84.70 Self-Contained
oxygen to all users under all
Breathing Apparatus; Description
ci rcumstances can lead to inappropriate
This section excludes CCERs from
d eployment and misuse in emergencies.
12. Section 84.311 Registration of
coverage und er any provisions of
NIOSH believes that trans ition to the
CCER Units Upon Purchase
Subpart H, except as provided for und er capacity rating will alleviate these
§ 84 .3 04(a)(5). The provisions o f Subpart misinterpretations.
This section requires that
H concerning respirators used for escape
manufacturers provide each purchaser
The rul e is not considered
only from hazardous environments
of a CCER unit with copies of
economically significan t, as defined in
apply solely to those with an open
procedures for registering purchased
sec. 3(0(1) of E.0. 12866. HHS
circuit design.
units with NIOSH. NIOSH will also
anticipates that resp irator manufacturers
wi ll need to modify some existing CCER
work with relevant agencies and
IV. Regulatory Assessment
ind ustry and labor associations to
designs and make related changes to
Requirements
publicize the registration program. It is
th eir manufacturing processes to meet
A . Executive Order 12866 and Executive the new capacity and perfonnance
particnlarly important to reach
Order 13563
testing requirements. However, th ese
purchasers and users of CCERs who
obtain their devices from secondary
changes are n ot expected to require
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563
markets and through equipment
manufacturers to use fundamentally
direct agenci es to assess all costs and
transfers from other work si tes. This
differen t or substan tially more costly
benefits of available regulatory
registration will enable N10SH to notify alterna tives and , if regulation is
technology. Similarly, NIOSH does not
purchasers when: (1) A problem
expect the new requirements for
necessary, to select regulatory
associated with a model of CCER is
indicators of excessive thermal
approaches that max imize net benefits
identified; (2) such a problem requires
exposure, moisture damage, or chemical
(including potential economic,
a remed ial action; or (3) NIOSH revokes environmental, public health and safety bed integrity to have a substantial
th e certification of a CCER. Presen tl y,
impact on the ma n ufactur ing cost of
effects . distributive impacts, and
NTOSH has limited ability to locate
CCERs. Such indica tors have already
equity). E.O. 13563 emphasizes the
been incorporated into CCER designs by
users of particular CCER models.
importance of quantifying both costs
Manufacturers do not consistently retain and benefits, of reducing costs, of
some manufacturers without
substa ntially increasing product prices.
records of purchasers and may sell
harmonizing rules, and of promoting
product through distributors. Also, there flexibility.
Hence, NIOSH does not expect that
i s a seco ndary market for re-selling
manufacturers will have to engage in
This rule is being treated as a
purchased CCERs as purchasers go out
new manufacturing processes that
"significa nt regulatory action " with in
of business, reduce th eir employment,
wou ld substantially increase
the meaning of E.O. 12866 because it
or select an alternate CCER model.
manufacturing costs or product prices.
raises novel legal or policy issues.
Moreover, even a substantial cost
MSHA
regulations
(30
CFR
Current
B. Subpa11 G-General Construction
increase in CCERs would not be
that
underground
75.17141)
require
and Performance Requirements
economically significant. The scope of
coal mine operators provide miners
the ma rket for CCERs is presently very
1. Sections 84.60, 84.63-84.65
with CCERs (referred to in the mining
limited. According to MSHA, there are
community as a self-contained self
These sections of Subpart G. which
approximately 47,000 coal miners, the
rescuer or SCSR) wh ich have been
provide genera l constructi on and
principal users of CCERS in the private
approved by MSHA and NIOSH under
p erfonnance requirements for
sector,
working underground in such
42 CFR Part 84, as follows:
respirators approved under 42 CFR Part
positions as mining machine operators,
(a) 1-hour SCSR;
84, are presently limited to covering
excavating machine operators, roof
(b) A SCSR of not less than 10
respirator types specified under
hollers, earth drillers. electricians,
minutes
a
nd
a
1-hour
canister;
or
Subparts H through L. Since this rule
helpers, and first l ine superv isors.so The
removes CCER provisions from under
(c) Any other self-contained breathing
Subpart H an<l p laces them under a
apparatus which provides protection for
• 0 U.S. Depart m en I of Labor, Mine Safety and
newly crea ted Subpart 0, Subpart G is
a period of 1 hour or longer and which
He alth Adminislralion. Mining Ind u stry Accideot,
revised to cover Subpart 0 as well as
is approved for use by MSHA as a selfContinued
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service lives of current CCER models
range from 10 to 15 years, although
some units may be damaged or used for
an escape or escape simulation and
consequently would be taken out of
service sooner. Assuming conservatively
that each CCER unit is repla ced every 10
years on average and given that
approximately 180,000 units st are
currently deployed, the mining industry
would purchase an average of 18,000
units annually. Given an average cost of
$675 per unit. 52 these data suggest that
this principal component of the current
CCER market represents approximately
$12.2 million in annua l sales. Other
major components of the CCER market
include sales to the Navy and Coast
Guard and possibly the maritime
industry. Among these, the Navy is the
largest consumer, with over 400,000
units in current use; assuming
conservatively that each of the Navy's
CCER units is replaced every 10 years.
the Navy purchases an estimated 40,000
units annually; therefore, the annual
CCER market for the Navy represents
approximately $27 million. 53 In sum,
the CCER market is estimated to be
approximately $39.2 million per year.
Although HHS does not expect the cost
of individual CCER units to rise
significantly in response to the new
testing and approval standards, a
hypothetical increase of 50 percent in
the price per unit would result in an
average annual market of $58.8 million.
The estimated impact of the final rule
on respirator sales (the difference
between estimated current annual sales
and estimated annual sales under the
new standards calculated using a 50
percent per unit increase) is $19.6
million per year, or less than 20 percent
of the $100 million threshold for a
significant regulatory action having an
annual effect on the economy. Further,
the rule will not adversely affect in a
material way the economy, a sector of
the economy, productivity , competition ,
jobs, the environment, public health or
safety, or State, local, or tribal
governments or communities. No
Injuries, Employment , and Production Data
Address & Employment Sel£-Exvacting Files. http:ll
www.msha.gov/statsl part5Vl p50ylkloetoble. Ii [m.
AccessP.d July 7, 2011.
s oThis figure was supplied by MSHA. which
maintains A regist ry of all CCER units deployed to
U.S. coal mines.
" NCOSH calculated this average price based on
the products supplied by the three CCER
manufacturers that supply U.S. coal mines, unit
prices to NCOSH for its recent purchases of these
products, and the approximate deployment
distribution of these products among U.S. coal
mines ns indicated by the MSHA CCER registry for
coal mines.
5J Estimated from infonnation provided by the
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Panama City,
Florida, December 20, 2004.

respirator manufacturer or underground
coal mine operator offered comment on
this analysis.
The new requirements will likely
produce economic benefits. First, they
will provide more product performance
information to purchasers, which will
result in a more efficient market.
Respirators will be tested for their
specific capacity, in addition to being
rated by general categories of capacity.
As discussed under Section TII-84 .304
of the preamble, th is specificity will
allow purchasers to match res pirators
more closely to their particular needs.
As a result. manufacturers will have
incentive to innovate and address the
diverse needs of users. Further, having
specific NIOSH-approved capacity
levels will provide manufacturers with
more incentive to differentiate the
performance of their products from
those of their competitors. This
competition should result in a market of
products that more closely meet the
design and performance needs of
different work sites, thereby improving
the protection of miners and other
workers who rely on CCERs in
emergencies. While NIOSH is unable to
quantify the benefits of a more efficient
market, it is reasonable to assume that
the development of products more
specifically tailored to the needs of
purchasers will eliminate wasteful
spending by employers and improve
worker protection.
Second, the new requirements for
safety features (which provide for th e
detection of units that have undergone
excessive environmental stresses or
mishandling) have the potential to
increase the ability of purchasers, users,
inspectors, and others to contribute to
assuring the reliability of deployed
CCER units. This should make operator
safety programs and regulatory
compliance investments by the
government more efficient by making it
less likely that bad product will make
its way to a worker's hands. While HHS
cannot quantify this benefit, it is logical
and reasonable to expect that a positive
economic impact will derive from
improved safety features.
Third , the new requirements for safety
features and for capacity and
performance testing are designed to
better protect workers relying on CCERs
for their survival. Although NIOSH
lacks information on the number of
workers ann ually who rely on a CCER
for their survival and the quantifiable
benefit they will derive from the
improvements in this rule, the improved
standards are likely to result in fewer
negative outcomes and lower associated
costs. In addition, substantial costs
associated with rescue operations could

be averted if workers escape
independently.
The rule will not interfere with State,
local, or tribal governments in the
exercise of their governmental
functions.
OMB has reviewed this proposed rule
for consistency with the President's
priorities and the principles set forth in
E.O. 12866.

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act
The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA),
5 U.S.C. 601 et seq., requires each
agency to consider the potential impact
of its regulations on small entities
including small businesses, small
governmental units, and small not-for
profit organizations. The Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS)
certifies that this rule will not have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities,
including both small manufacturers of
CCERs and the small mining operators
that are required to purchase them.
witbin the meaning of the RF A.
CCERs currently sold in the United
States are manufactured by only two
U.S. companies: CSE Corporation of
Monroeville, Pennsylvania, and Ocenco
Incorporated of Pleasant Prairie,
Wisconsin. (A third com pany, Draeger,
is based in Germany.) These
manufacturing companies are small
businesses as defined under the Small
Business Act for this industry sector
(NAICS 339113-Surgical Appliance
and Supplies Manufacturing),
employi ng fewer than 500 employees.
Accordingly, HHS has given
consideration to the potential impact of
this rule on these two companies.
HHS did not receive any comments
on the economic analysis published in
the Federal Register (73 FR 75027,
December 10, 2008).
Manufacturers will likely have to
design new products and make related
changes to their manufacturing
processes for these products. However,
in NIOSH's judgment, such new designs
a.nd production changes would not
require substantial technological
innovation in order to meet the
improved performance standards.
Similarly, NIOSH does not expect the
new requirements for indicators of
excessive thermal exposure, moisture
damage, or chemical bed integrity to
have a substantial impact on the
manufacturing cost of CCERs. Such
indicators have already been
incorporated into CCER designs by some
manufacturers without substantially
increasing product prices. Most
importantly, any associated costs
incurred by the manufacturers for
compliance with this rule could be
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passed on to consumers entirely since
the demand for these products is
essentially inelastic.s4 HHS is unable to
quant ify the impact on the two small
manufacturers; however, the
Department believes that manufacturers
did not offer comment on this analysis
because the cost of compliance is not

expected by any stakeholder to exceed
the benefits derived fro m this final rule.
Accordingly, HHS finds there would not
be a significant economic impact on the
two U.S. respira tor manufacturers
which produce the CCERs covered by
this rule. The table below identifies the
two domestic CCER manufacturers and

the non-U.S. co mpany, the products
each make that are u sed in underground
coal mining, the cost to NIOSH of
purchasing an individual lmit, and the
market share of each type of
respirator. 5 5

CLOSED-CIRCUIT ES CAPE RESPIRATOR MANUFACTURERS ANO COSTS
Manufacturer

Respirator

CSE ................................ .. ..... ................. ........... .....
Ocenco ........................ ..... ..... ..............................
Ocenco ....... ........... ........ .. ....... .. ............................. .
Draeger ......................... ........... ........................ .. .... .
MSA· ................................................................... .

SR-100 ................................................................. .
EBA 6.5 ....................... ...... .. ................................ ..
M-20 ............ ..... .... .. .. ............................................ .
OKY-X Plus ....... ............. ....... ...... ....... .................. .
Life-Saver 60 ......................................................... .

Markel share
(percent}

Cost
$689
670
412
537

46
39
2
5

•MSA s upplied CCERs to 7% of the market in 2002; they have since stopped U.S. sales.
Further, because the Mine Act (30
U.S.C. 842(h)) and MSHA regulations
(30 CFR 75 .1714-1) require coal mine
operators to supply CCERs approved by
NlOSH and MSHA for the protection of
coal miners working in underground
coal mines, HHS has also considered the
secondary or "downstream" economic
impact of this rule on coal mine
operators that would be considered
small businesses, which the Small
Business Administration defines as
those mines employing fewer than 500
employees. CCERs are purchased by
bituminous coal mining companies
(NAlCS 212112) and anthrac ite coal
mining companies (NAICS 212113).
According to MSHA, 488 underground
coal mines can currently be considered
smalJ. 56 According to the 2007
Economic Census, the value of coal
shipments made in these two industri.es
is approximately $15.5 billion
annually; 5 7 because nearly all
bituminous and anthracite coal mining
companies are considered small, it is
reasonable to assume that this value
approximates revenues for those small
manufacturers.

NIOSH does not expect that the prices
of CCERs wi ll be substantially affected
by the new approval testing
requirem ents. Respirator manufacturers
may need to modify existing CCER
designs to meet the new capacity or
performance testing requirements.
However, these requirements should not
cause the manufacturers to use
fundamentally different or substantially
more costly technology, as discussed
above. Hence, NJOSH does not expect
that manufacturers would have to
engage in markedly different
manufacturing processes th at might
substantially increase product prices.
The manufacturers would incur one
time costs fo r redesign of products or
product componen ts and associated
production operations , as well as one
time costs for obtaining certification
testing and approva l from NIOSH and
MSHA. Attempting to calculate price
increases that would cover such costs
would require more data than are
available to NIOSH. Instead, HHS has
evalu ated th e relative magnitude of
possible costs under the extremely
conse rvative assumption that CCER
prices would be increased permanently

by 50 percent to amortize the one-time
product and production redesign and
NIOSH approval application costs.
Currently, the weighted average price of
a CCER is $675 58 and MSHA's CCER
registry indicates there are
approximately 180,000 CCERs d eployed
in underground coal mines. Th ere were
app roximately 47 ,000 coal min ers
working underground in large and small
U.S. coal mines in the first quarter of
2011. 59 Assuming very conser vatively
that eac h unit requires replacement
every 5 years,C>0 assuming that all CCERs
dep loyed in mines would be replaced in
the first year of this final rule, and
assuming that the prices of all CCERs
were to increase by 50 percent as a
result of this rule, the annualized
additional costs would amount to
between approximately $282 and $315
per underground coal miner.6 1 This
increase in labor-associated costs would
not be significant in the context of the
total per capita labor costs of
underground coal mine operators. The
total earnings of non-union coal miners
(wages and benefits). which generally
represents employment for small coal
mine operators, is approximate ly

s• The MINER Act requires undergrou nd coaJ
mine operators lo s upply each u n dergrowid worker
with al least 4 hours o f breathable air; the
lnlemational Coo,·enlion for the Sa!e:y of Life al
Sea similarly requires shi p s to carry breathable a ic
in designated locations.
55
Kyria~i N . Shubilla JP. Selfconloined self·
rescuei: field evoluolion: seventh-phase results.
Pittsburgh, PA: U.S. Department ofHeallh and
Human Services, Centers lor Disease Cemrnl and
Prevent.ion, National !nsLitule for Occupational
Safety and Health: March 2002 . DHHS [NIOSH)
Publication No. 2002-12 7. RI 9656.
56U.S. Department of Labor. Mine Safety and
Health Admi nimation. Mining lnduslry Accident.
Injuries. Employment. and Preduc lion Dala
Address & Employment Self·ExlJacting Files. http://

"U.S. Census Bureau. 2007 Economic Consus.
htlp:l!faclfinder.census.govl.«:rvletl
IBQ'foble?_bm=.v&·geo_id-&-ds_nome;£C0721115"
_long-en. Accessed Augus t 24, 201 J .
56 NIOSH calculated this weigh1 ed average price
u si ng the products of the three CCER manufac turers
that s upply LIS. coal miues, unit prices to NiOS H
for its recent p u rchases of these products. a nd lhe
approximate dvployment d islribulion of these
products among U.S. coal mines as indicated by the
MSHA CCER regis lry for coal minos. The use o f this
weighted average price simplifies the analysi s aod
is adequate considering the oquivalency of these
prices for the major sbaro holders {Ocenco and CSE)
as indicaled in Table 1.
:;•U.S. Depanment of Labor. Mine Safety and
Ilnall.h Administration. Mining l11tlusuy Ac.cident.
Injuries, Employment, and Production Data
Address & E1uploymenl Self-Extracting Files. http://

www.msha.gov/slalsl part50/p50y2kl
oetoble.hlm.Accessed July 7, 2011.

"'~"w. msho.govlslotslpo.J150/p50y2kloetoble.h/m.

Accessed July 7, 2011.

•DThis re placement rale is an exceptionally
coaservativo estimate. A more realistic osLimato is
IO percent annually [i.e.. 1he replaceme nt of a CCER
u nit every 1 O years), based on the known service·
life o( CCERS of J0- t5 vears, the MSHA CCER
registry, and NIOSH lo~g·tenn field evaluation data.
These latter two sowces indicate the current
replacement rate is well under 10 percent.
"'The Jower value was obtai ned using a cost of
capitol rale of 3 perceot: $675/uni t x O. 5 cost
increase x 180,000 units x 0 .2 184 auaualizalion
facior/47,000 underground cninen; = annual costs
per undergro und miner. The higher value was
obtained using a cost of capital rate of 7 percent:
S675/unil x 0.5 cost increase x 180,000 uni!s x
0.2439 a1111ualizalion faclor/ 47,000 underground
miners : annual costs per underground miner.
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$72,000. 6 2 HHS finds that an average of
$282 to $315 in additional annual costs
per coal miner (less than 0.39 to 0.44
percent of per capita labor costs). or
$13.3 to $14 .8 million in estimated
annual costs to the 488 small
underground coal mines were this rule
to increase CCER prices by 50 percent,
does not represent a significant
economic impact on small mine
operators (.09 to .1 percent of annual
revenue); nor wou ld a 100 percent
increase in CCER prices, which HHS
does not find to be plausible
considering the facts disc ussed here,
impose a significant economic impact
on small mine operators.GJ
HHS consulted with and received
approval from th e Small Business
Administration on this analysis of the
final rule's impact on small entities.
For the reasons provided, a regulatory
flexibility analysis, as provided for
under RFA, is not required.
C. Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.), a
Federal agency shall not conduct or
sponsor a collection of information from
10 or more persons other than Federal
employees unless the agency has
submitted a Standard Form 83,
Clearance Request, and Notice of
Action, to the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), and
the Director has approved the proposed
collection of information. A person is
not required to respond to a collection
of information unless it displays a
currently valid OMB control number.
HHS has determined that this final
rule contains information collections
that are subject to review by OMB. OMB
has approved NIOSH's collection of
information from applicants under OMB
Control No. 0920-109 , "Respiratory
Protective Devices ," which covers all
information collected under 42 CFR Part
84 . Current OMB approval for this data
collection expires August 31, 2014. The
requirements of this final rule will not
According lo the National Mining Association,
coal niinors have average annual earnings of
$72.200 . Seil National Mining Associali on. Profile of
the U.S. coal miner 2008. August 2009. http:!!
www.nma.org!pdf!cyrofile.pd/. Accessed October
23, 2009. This figure is consistent with lhe pay rate
reported for non-union underyound coal miners at
$35.56 per hour. See lnfoMine USA, Inc. U.S. coal
mines salaries, wages, and benefits, 2009. February
2010. Tb is non-union pay rate applied to a 2,000
hom work year represents total wages and benefits
paid by small coal mi.De operators.
OJ HHS guidance defines "significant economic
impact" as a J-5 pe('Cent or more average annual
impact on the total costs or revenues of small
en ti lies. See: U.S. Oepartmont of Health and Human
Services. Guidance an proper consideration of
small entities in rulemokings of the U.S.
Deportmenl of Health and Human Services. May
2003.
62

pose an additional burden on applicants
because the application will not change
from current practices.
D. Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act

As required by Congress under the
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act of 1996 (5 U.S.C. 801 et
seq.). HHS must report to Congress the
promulgation of a final rule, once it is
developed, prior to its taking effect. The
report will state that HHS has
concluded that the rule is not a " major
rule" because it is not likely to result in
an annual effect on the economy of $100
million or more.
E. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of
1995

determined that the rule will have no
effect on children.
l. Executive Order 13211 (Actions
Concerning Regulations That
Significantly Affect Energy Supply,
Distribution , or Use}

In accordance with Executive Order
13211, HHS has evaluated the effects of
this rule on energy supply, distribution,
or use because it applies to the
underground mining sector. The rule
would not result in any costs to mines.
Hence this rule does not constitute a
"significant energy action."
Accordingly, E.0. 13211, Actions
Concerning Regulations That
Significantly Affect Energy Supply,
Distribution, or Use, requires no further
Agency action or analysis.

Title II of the Unfunded Mandates
Reform Act of 1995 (2 U.S.C. 1531 et
seq.) directs agencies to assess the
effects of Federal regulatory actions on
State, local, and tribal governments and
the private sector "other than to the
extent that such regulations incorporate
requirements specifically set forth in
law. " For purposes of the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act, this rule does not
include any Federal mandate that may
result in increased annual expenditures
in excess of $100 million by Stale, local
or tribal governments in the aggregate,
or by the private sector.

f. Plain Writing Act of 2010

F. Executive Order 12988 (Civil Justice}

List of Subjects in 42 CFR Part 84

Under Public Law 111-274 (October
13, 2010). executive Departments and
Agencies are required to use plain
language in documents that explain to
the public how to comply with a
requirement the Federal Government
administers or enforces. HHS has
attempted to use plain la nguage in
promulgating the proposed rule
consistent with.the Federal Plain
Writing Act guidelines.
V. Final Rule

Incorporation by reference, Mine
This rule has been drafted and
safety and health, Occupational safety
reviewed in accordance with Executive
and health, Personal protective
Order 12988, Civil Justice Reform, and
equipment, Respirators.
will not unduly burden the Federal
For the reasons discussed in the
court system. NIOSH has provided clear
preamble, the Department of Health and
testing and certification requirements it
Humau Services amends 42 CFR Part 84
will apply uniformly to all applications
from manufacturers of CCERs. This rule as follows:
has been reviewed carefully to eliminate
PART84-APPROVALOF
drafting errors and ambiguities.
G. Execu tive Order 131 32 (Federalism}

HHS has reviewed this rule in
accordance with Executive Order 13132
regarding federalism, and has
determined that it does not have
"federalism implications." The rule
does not "have substantial direct effects
on the States, on the relationship
between the national government and
the States, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government."
H. Executive Order 13045 (Protection of

Children From En vironmental Health
Risks and Safety Risks}

In accordance with Executive Order
13045, HHS has evaluated the
environmental health and safety effects
of this rule on children. HHS has

RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE DEVICES

• 1. The authority citation for Part 84
continues to read as follows:
Authority: 29 U.S.C. 651 el seq., and
657(g); 30 u.s.c. 3, 5, 7, 811, 842{h), 844

Subpart G-General Construction and
Performance Requirements
§ 84.60 [Amended]

• 2. Amend§ 84 .60(aj to remove the
phrase "in subparts H th.rough L" and
add in its place the phrase "in subparts
H through KK."
§ 84.63 [Amended]

• 3. Amend§ 84.63(a), (b), and (c) to
remove the phrase " in subparts H
through L" and add in its place the
phrase "in subparts H through KK."
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§ 84.64

(Amended]

• 4. Amend§ 84.64(b) to rem ove the
p hrase "of su bpa rt s H through L" and
add in its place the phrase "of subparts
H through KK."
§ 84.65

[Amended)

• 5 . Ame nd§ 84.65(a) to remove th e
phrase " to subpa rts H through L" and
add in its place th e phrase "to Subparts
H through KK."
Subpart H-Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus

• 6. Amend§ 84.70 to:
• a. Redesignate paragraphs (a) through
(d) as (b) through (e), respective ly; and
• b. Add a new paragraph (a) to read as
follows :
§ 84.70

Self-contained breathing
apparatus; description.

(a) Limitation on scope. None of the
provisions of S ubpart H ap pl y to closed
circuit escape respirators to be approv ed
specifically for escape only from
hazardous atmospheres, except as
provided for under§ 84.304 (a)(5). Such
respirators are covered under the
provisions of subpart 0 of this part.

• 7. Add subpart 0 to part 84 to read as
fo llows:
Subpart 0---Closed-Clrcuit Escape
Respirators

Sec.
Closed-ci rcuit escape respirator;
description.
8 4.301 Applicability to new and previously
approved CCERs.
84.302 Required components, attri butes,
and instructions.
84.303 General testing conditions and
requirements.
84 .304 Capaclty tes t requirements.
84 .305 Performance test requi rements.
84.306 Wearabili1y test requirements.
84 .307 Environmental treatm ents.
84.308 Additional testing.
84 .309 Additional testing and requirements
for <lockable CGERs.
84.310 Post-ap proval testing.
84 .311 Registration ofGGER units upon
purchase.
84.300

Subpart 0-Closed-Circuit Escape
Respirators
§ 84.300 Closed-circuit escape respirator;
description.

The closed-ci rcuit escape respi rator
(CCE R) , tech nically a subset of self
co ntained breathing apparatus (SCBAs)
whic h are otherwise covered unde r
subpart Hof thi s part, is used in cert ain
indus trial and other work settin gs in
e mergencies to en able u sers to escape
from at mospheres that ca n be
imme di ate ly dangerous to life and

h ealth. Known in the mining
com m u nitv as self-contain ed se lf
rescuers (SCS Rs), and in other
indnstries as e mergen cy escap e
breathing dev ices (EEBDs) or ap paratus
(EEBAs), CCERs are relied upo n
primarily by underground coal miners,
sailors in federal service, an d railroad
w o rkers to escape dangerous
atmospheres a fte r a fire, explosio n , o r
c he mical rel ease. CCERs are commonly
wo rn on workers' belts or s tored in close
prox imity to be accessible in an
emergency. They are rela tively small
respi rators, ty pically th e si ze of a wat er
canteen, that employ either compressed
oxyge n with a chemical syste m for
removing exhaled carbon d ioxide from
the breathing circuit, or a ch emical that
both provides a source of oxygen and
removes exhaled carbon dioxide. Users
re-breath e their exhala tions after the
oxygen and carbon dioxide l evels have
been resto red to suitable leve ls, which
di st inguis hes the se "closed -circuit" self
contained respirators fro m "open
circ uit" self-contain ed resp irators,
which vent each exhalatio n.
§ 84.301 Applicabillty to new and
previously approved CCERs.

This subpart appli es to the follow ing
CCERs:
(a) All CCERs submitted to NIOSH for
a certificate of approva l after April 9,
2012; and
(b) A ll CCERs manufactur ed an d
labeled NIOSH-approved and so ld by
manufacturers after April 9, 2015.
§84.302 Requi red components, attributes,
and Instructions.

(a] Each CCER must include
co mponents and/ or attribu tes
app rop riate to i ts design , as follows:
(1) Eye protecti on : Each CCER must
include safety goggles or an escape hood
lens th at protects against impact,
fogging, and permeatio n by gas, vapor ,
and smoke, as specified und er
§ B4.308(c);
(2) Thermal ex pos ure indi cato rs: If the
manufacturer specifies a ma xi mum and /
o r minimum environmental temperature
limit for s torage of the CCER. then the
CCER must include a component, a n
attribute, or othe r means by wbi cb a
person can determ ine w hether the CCER
has b een exposed to temperatures that
exceed th e limit(s);
(3) Chemical bed physical integrity
indica tors: If the CCER includes a
chemical oxygen s torage or cbemical
carbon d ioxide scrubber tha t can be
fun ctionally damaged by im pact,
vibration, or an v other environmental
factor to which 'the CCER might be
exposed, th en the CCER mus t include a
component, a n a ttribute, or other means
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by which a person ca n detect any
da mage or altera tio n of the chem ical
oxygen storage or che mical carbo n
dioxide scrubber tha t could diminish
th e NIOSH-certified p erformance of the
CCER. as tes ted under thi s sub part ;
(4) Oxygen storage vessel: If the CCER
includes an oxygen storage vessel , the
vessel mus t be approved by the U.S.
Department o f Transportation (DOT)
under 49 CFR part 107 , " Hazardous
Materials Program Procedures," unl ess
exempted unde r su bpart B o f 49 CFR
part 107 ;
(5) Tamper-resista nt/ tampe r-evident
casing: If the CCER is not designed for
its casing to be o pened pr ior to use for
an actual esca pe (e.g., for maintenance,
esca pe drills, o r inspection of the
components), th e casi ng m ust include a
component, an attribute, or other means
to prevent a person fr om acci dentall y
opening the casing and, upon such
openin g, to either prevent the casing
from being closed or to clearly indicate
to a poten tial user that th e casing has
been previo usly opened; and
(6) Mo is ture damage indica tors: If the
CCER is not designed for its casing to be
o pened for inspection of its internal
compo nents, the casing mu st include a
component , an att ribute, or other means
by which a person can detect any
ingress of wa ter or water vapor that
could diminis h the NIOSH-certified
performance, as tested under thi s
subpart.
(7) Oxygen starter indicators: If the
oxygen starter is a critical comp onent of
th e CCER design, then th e CCER mus t
include a com ponent, an a ttribute, or
other means by which a person can
detect observable da mage, pre mature
activati on . or recognized potential
defect of the s tarter.
(b) Where an indicator is required, the
ind ication of th e occurrence of the
monitored co ndition must be clear and
unambiguous: It must not dep end on a
subjec tive in terp retat ion of subtle ,
graduated , or other non -discrete changes
lo th e indicator.
(c) Where an ind ic ator is requi red , the
manufac turer shall provide NIOSH with
an exp lanation of its func tion and
ope rat ion, and shall prov ide re levant
data a nd equipment to all ow NIOSH to
conduct a th orough evaluation of its
accuracy and reliability.
(d) The com ponents of each CCER
must meet the general consl.Tuction
requ irements specified in § 84.61.
(e) The CCER must be resistant to the
permeation of th e breathing ci rcuit by
gasoline vapors. To verify such
resistance, NIOSH will test one unit by
app lying the gasoline vapor permeati on
test specified on th e NIOSH Web site at
http://www.cdc.gov!nioshlnpptl, usi ng a
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breathing machine applying a
ventilation rate of 40 liters per minute,
pe rforming the test for the longest
duration achieved by any of the units
that underwent the capacity testing
specified under § 84.304.
(I) Exposed parts of the CCER must
not be composed of metals or other
materials that could, upon impact,
create frictional sparks or that could
store or generate static electrical charges
of sufficient energy to ignite flammable
gaseous mixtures.
(g) The design, construction, or
materials of the CCER must not
constitute a hazard to the user as a
result of the wearing, inspection, or use
of the CCER.
(h) CCER instructions and a service
life plan must be provided to
purchasers. This document must be
clearly written .
(1) Instructions must address the
following topics and elements:
(i) An explanation of how the CCER
works;
(ii) A schematic diagram of the CCER;
(iii) Procedures for donning and use;
(iv) Procedures for inspecting the
operating condition of the CCER;
(v) Procedures and conditions for
storage, including but not limited to an y
recommended minimum and maximum
temperatures for storage;
(vi) Limitations on use, including but
not limited to any recommended
minimum and maximum temperatures
for use;

(vii) Procedures for disposal; and
(viii) Procedures for registra tion of the
unit with NIOSH, pursuant to§ 84.311.
(2) The service life must be addressed
covering at least the following topics:
(i ) The maximum number of years,
from the date of manufacture, that the
unit may remain available for use; this
limit is intended to prevent the
continued use of a unit that the
applicant cannot assure would continue
to perform as approved by NIOSH, due
to reasonably foreseeable degradation of
materials used in its construction;
(ii) Any other conditions, other than
that specified under paragraph (h)(2)(i)
of this section, that should govern the
removal from service of the CCER
(including an indication given by the
activation or operation of any required
indicator showing the monitored
condition has occurred); and
(iii) Any procedures by which a user
or others should inspect the CCER,
perform any main tenance possible and
necessary, and determine when the
CCER should be removed from service.
[i) Each individual CCER unit
approval label shall identify the
capacity rating and number of liters of
oxygen as determined by the capacity
testing, pursuant to§ 84.304.
§84.303 General testing conditions and
requirements .

(a) NIOSH wi ll conduct capacity and
performance tests on the CCER using a
breathing and metabolic simulator to

provide quantitative evaluations and
human subjects on a treadmill t o
provide qualitative evaluations.
Information on the design and operation
of the simulator is available from the
NIOSH Web site at http://www.cdc.gov/
niosh/npptl. Technical specifications
can be obtained from NIOSH by
contacting the National Personal
Protective Technology Laboratory
(NPPTL) by mail: P.O. Box 18070. 626
Cochrans Mill Road , Pittsburgh, PA
15236. Telephone: 412-386-4000 (this
is not a toll -free number). Email:
np ptl@cdc.gov.
(b) Capacity, performance, and
wearability tests will continuously
monitor the stressors listed in Table 1.
The stressors and their respective
acceptable ranges will be measured at
the interface between the CCER and the
mouth by instruments capable of breath
by-breath measurement. Stressor
measurements will be evaluated as 1
minute averages. The operating averages
of each stressor will be calculated upon
the completion of each test as the
average of the 1-minute measurements
of the stressor recorded during the test.
The level of any excursion for a stressor
occurring during a test will be defined
by the 1-minute average value(s) of the
excursion(s) .

TABLE 1-MONITORED STRESSORS AND THEIR ACCEPTABLE RANGES

Stressor

Acceptable range operating average

Average inhaled C02 ... ............ ........... ..... .... ...... ......... ..... <1.5% ................ ......................................... ..... ...... .
Average inhaled 0 2 .. ... •. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .... . .. ... . ..... ... . .. . .. .... •. .. .. > 19.5% ............................................................... ............ ..
Peak Breathing Pressures .. .. .. ...... ................................... 6P s 200 mm H20 .......................................................... .
Wet·bulb temperature' ..... ................................................ <43°C ......................... .................. ................................. ..

Acceptable range excursion
$4%.
<::15%.
- 300 s 6P
S50°C.

s 200 mm

Hi O.

1 Wet-bulb temperature is a measurement of the temperature of a we t surface. It represents the temperature of the inhaled breathing gas in the
CCER user's trachea.

(c) Capacity and performance tests
will conclude when the stored breatbing
gas supply has been fully expended.
(d) NIOSH will determine a CCER to
have failed a capacity, performance, or
wearability test if any of the following
occurs:
(1) A 1-minute average measurement
of any stressor listed in Table 1 occurs
outside the acceptable excursion range
specified in Table 1; or an average
stressor measurement calculated at the
completion of a performance or capacity
tes t exceeds the acceptable operating
average range specified in Table 1; or
(2) A human subject cannot complete
the test for any reason related to the
CCER, as determined by NIOSH.

(e) Unless otherwise stated, tests
required under this subpart will be
conducted at the following ambient
conditions:
(1) Ambient temperatures of 23 °C ±
3 °C; and
(2) Atmospheric pressures of 735 mm
Hg±15 mm Hg.
§ 84.304 Capacity test requ irements.

(a) NIOSH will conduct the capacity
test on a total of 8 to 10 of the units
submitted for approval, as follows:
(1) Three units will be tested on a
breathing and metabolic simulator in
the condition in which they are received
from the applicant;
(2) Two units will be tested on a
breathing and metabolic simulator after

being subjected to the environmental
treatments specified in § 84 .307 of this
subpart;
·
(3) Two units will be tested on a
breathing and metabolic simulator at the
cold-temperature limit recommended by
the manufacturer under§ 84.302(h)(1),
after the unit has been stored for a
minimum of 24 hours at this limit; and
(4) One unit, in the condition in
which it is received from the applicant,
will b e tested by a h uman subject on a
treadmill.
(5) To approve a CCER for use in coal
m ines. two units will also be tested by
a human subject under the
specifications of§§ 84 .99 and 84.100
that are applicable to man test 4.
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(b) The capacity te st will begin upon
the first inhalation from or exhalation
into t he uni t.
(c) Each unit w ill be tested at a
con s tant w ork rate, depending on the
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temperature (0 ~C ) and pressure (760
mm Hg), dry, unless otherwise noted.
(d) NIOSH will rate an approved
CCER using th e appropriate capacity
rati ng, as specified in Table 2.

capacity value specified by the
man ufactur er, according to the
requirements specified in Table 2. All
volumes are giv en at standard
TABLE 2-CAPACITY TEST REQUIREMENTS

Capacity

Capacity rating

V02
(Umin)

(L of 02)

20 ~ L ~ 59 .................. ............... .
60 ~ L ~ 79 .. .... ............... ...... ............... .. ..
L ~ 80 ..................................................... .

Cap 1
Cap 2
Cap 3

VC02
(Umin)

2.50
2.00
1.35

250
1.80
1.15

RF

Ve
(Umin)

(Breaths/
min)
22
20
18

55
44
30

V02 =volume of oxygen consumed per minute; VCO 2 =volume of carbon dioxide produced per minute.
Ve = ventilation rate in liters of air per minute; RF = respiratory frequency.
(e) NIOSH wi ll docum en t the least
value achieved by the se ven units tested
using the breathing and metaboli c
simulator. NIOSH will qua ntify this
value of achieved capacity within an
increment of 5 liters , rou ndin g
intermediate values to the nearest lower
5-liter in crement.
§84.305

Performance test requirements.

[a) NIOSH will cond uct the
performance test on a total of six of th e
units s ubmitted for afproval, as follo ws:
(1) Three units wil b e tes ted on a
breath ing a nd metabolic si mulator in
the condition in which they were
received from the applicant ; and
(2) Two uni ts will be tested on a
breathing a nd metabolic simulator after
being s ubjected to the environmental
treatm ents specified i n§ 84.307; and

(3 ) One unit will be tested, in the
condition in w hi ch it was received from
the applicant, by a human subject on a
treadmill.
(b) Except as provided under
paragraph (c) of this section, the
performanc e test will app ly a rep eating
cycle of work rate s, according to the
sequence a nd requiremen ts specified i n
Table 3, until the oxygen supply of the
unit is exhausted .
(c) Testing of CCER<> with less than 50
li te rs of capacity , as det ermined by th e
capacity testing under§ 84 .304, will
requi re the s ubmissio n of additiona l test
units to full y ap p ly the work-rate test
sequence and requiremen ts spec ified in
Table 3. The testing of each individual
unit will compl ete the cycle specifi ed in
Table 3 until th e breathing supp ly of th e

in itial tes t uni t is ex hausted. This initial
tes t unit will then be replaced by a
second un it, which will continue th e
te st cycle, begi nning at the work rate in
the cycle at which t he initial unit w as
exhausted, and comple ting the full
period specified in Table 3 for that work
rate before proceeding to the subseq ue nt
work rate, if a ny, specified in Tab le 3.
Each initia l testing unit w ill be replaced
as many ti mes a s necessary to complete
the cycle, not to exceed two
replacement units per initial test unit.
(d) The performance test will begin
with two exhalations into the unit at the
specified ventilati on ra te and th en
follow the manufacturer's instructions
to determine th e d esign 's susceptibility
to hypoxia upon initia l donning.

TABLE 3-PERFORMANCE TEST REQUI REMENTS

Duration per
cycle (in
minutes)

Work-ral e
tesl sequence
1. Peak .......................... .. ..... .............................. ...... ....... .......... .. .. .. ...... .
2. High .................................................................... ...... .. .......................
3. Low ..... ....................... ............... ........................ .. ...... ..........................

VO ~

(Umin}

5
ts
10

VC02 (U
min)

3.00
2.00
0.50

3.20
1.80
0.40

Ve (Umin)
65.0
44.0
20.0

RF (breaths/

min)

25
20
12

V02 = volume of oxygen consumed per minute; VC0 2 = volume of carbon dioxide produced per minute.
Ve = ventilation rate in liters of air per minute; RF =respiratory frequency.
§84.306

Wearability test requirements.

(a) NIOSH will conduct the
wearahility test on a total of three of the
units submitted fo r app roval. Three
human s ubjects (tw o males and one
female), one subjec t per unit , will
conduct the test. The three subjects will
range in height and weight as follows :
One subjec t of height ~1 74 cm and
weight ~90 kg; one subject of either 163
cm$ h eight <174 cm , regardless of
weight, or 72 kg~ weight <90 kg,
regardless of height; and one subject o f
height <16 3 cm and weight <72 kg. All
units tested mu s t meet all conditions
specified in this section to receive
approval.

(b) N!OSH will eva luate th e ease an d
speed with which users can don the
CCER, as follows:
(1) Eac h test subject will be p rovided
with manufacturer ins tructions, and
must be able to don the CCER correctly,
isolating the lungs wi thi n 30 seconds; 1
and
(2) A CCER must not include any
design, construct ion, or mate rial
c haracteristic that can be anticipated or
demonstrated, under plausible
1
This limo lim it does not apply to any additional
steps that m igh1 b<t retiuirl'd after the lungs aro
proter.led 10 adjust lho uni I [or wear.

conditions, to hind er the user in the
correct and timely donning of th e CCER.
(c) NIOSH wi ll conti n uo usly monitor
CCER use by eac h tes t subject duri ng the
activities specified in Table 4 to
evaluate the ability of th e CCER to
provide an adequate and u ninterrupted
breathing suppl y, including bu t not
li mited to the requirements of
§ 84.303(b), with out harming or
hindering a u ser . NIOSH will no t
approve a CCER if the use of a ny unit
during these activi ties indicates any
potential for the CCER to harm or hinder
the user or to fail to provide an adequate
and uninte rrupt ed breathing supply to
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the user during reasonably anticipated
c onditions and activities of an escape.
TABLE 4-WEARABILITY TEST REQUIREMENTS
Activity

Minimum duration

Sitting .................. ....... ............. .......................................... ..... ............... ........... .. ........ .......... ...................... .....
Stooped walking ............... .................................................. ....................... ........ ... .............................................
Crawling .......................... ............ ....... .. ....... .. ............................... ........................ ........ .......... .............. .............
Lying on lert side ............ ................... .. ..... ... ....... ............................ .................... ........ ............... ........................
Lying on right side ............................. .......................... ........... ............... .... ...................... ....................... ...........
Lying on back ............... .............. ........... ... ................... .......................... ...................................... ..................... .
Bending over to touch toes ................. ......................................... ............ ...... ............................................ ......
Turning head from side to side ............................................ ......... .............. .. .. .. .................................... .......... .
Nodding head up and down ...... ....................................................................... .. ........................................ .......
Climbing steps or a laddermill ...... ..................................... .. .................................... ................................. ....... .
Carrying 50-Jb bag on treadmill at 5 kph ............... ............ .. ............................................... ........... ....... .. .. ...... ..
Lifting 20-lb weight from floor to an upright position .......... .......... ................... .. .................... .. ........................
Running on treadmill at 10 kph .................... ............ ........ .......... .. ............................... ............... .......... ...... ... ....

§ 84.307

Envlronmental treatments.

(a) Four units submitted for approval
will be tested for capacity and
performance, pursuant to the
requirements of§§ 84 .303 through
84.305, after exposure to environmental
treatments simulating extreme storage
temperatures, shock, and vibration.
(b) The units will be stored for 16
hours at a temperatu re of - 45 °C and
fo r 48 hours at a temperature of 71 °C.
Units will be returned to room
temperature between high and low
temperature treatments. The maximum
rate of change for thermal loading shall
not exceed 3 °C per minute and constant
temperatures shall be maintained within
±2 °C.
(c) The units, in the casing in which
they are deployed for individual use ,
will be subjected to physical shock
according to the following procedure:
(1) The un it will be dropped six times
from a height of 1 meter onto a concrete
surface; and
(2) Each drop will test a different
orientation of the unit, with two drops
along each of its three major axes (top
to bottom, left to right, and front to
back).
(d) The units will be subjected to
vibration according to the following
procedure:
(1) The unit will be firmly secured to
a shaker table, which will be vibrated
with motion applied along a single axis
for 180 minutes;
(2) The unit will be vibrated one axis
at a time along each of three axes for a
total of 9 hours; and
(3) The vibra tion frequency regimen
applied to each axis will be cyclical,
repeating the sequence and
specifications provided in Table 5 every
20 minutes.

TABLE 5-VIBRATION TEST SEQUENCE
Sequence
1 ........................

Frequency
(Hertz)

Acceleration
g (±peak)

92~5 0 0
92

2 ·5
3·5
3 ..._.._..._.._..._.._..._.._..._.L__50
2000
1·5
__._
_ _ __.J____ _ __
2 .... ..... ...............

0

§64.308 Addltional testing.
(a) NIOSH will conduct additional
tests, as indicated below, on one or
more of the units submitted for
approval. Each unit tested must meet
the conditions specified in these tests
for the CCER to receive approval.
(b) NIOSH will p erform safety hazard
tests on any CCER that stores more than
200 liters of oxygen or that stores
compressed oxygen at pressures
exceeding 3,000 psi. The applicant must
submit 15 units in addition to the 21
23 units required for testing under
§§ 84.304 through 84 .307. These units
will be evaluated for fire and explosion
hazards usi ng the tests specified in R1
9333 , pages 4-18 ; RI 8890, pages 6-62 ;
and PRC Report No. 4294, pages 18--62.
(c) NIOSH will perform the following
tests on the eye protection (gas-tight
goggles or escape hood lens) of one or
more units of every CCER submitted for
approval:
(1) NIOSH will test the effectiveness
of the eye protection against dust using
the method specified in ISO 4855
1981(E) Clause 13, Test for protection
against dust. The result will be
satisfactorv if the reflectance after the
test is equ~l to or greater than 80 percent
of its value before testing.
(2) NIOSH will test the effectiveness
of the eye protection against gas using
the method specified in ISO 4855
1981(E), Clause 14, Test for protection
against gas. The test must not result in
staining of the area enclosed by the eye
protection.

1

minute .

1 minute .

1 minute.
1 minute.
1 minute.
1 minute.
1 minute.
1 minute (at least 10 times).
1 minute (at least 10 times).
1 minute (1 step/second).
1 minute.
1 minute (at least 10 times).
1 minute.

(3) NIOSH will test the durability of
the eye protection using the method
specified in International Standard ISO
4855-1981(E). Sub-clause 3.1,
Unmounted oculars. The l ens shall not
crack or fracture as a result of the test.
(4) NIOSH will test the eye
protection's resistance to fogging in
accordance with the method specified
in BS EN 168:2002, Clause 16 , Test for
resistance to fogging of oculars. The lens
shall remain free from fogging for a
minimum of 8 seconds, pursuant to
Clause 16.
(d) The standards required in this
section are incorporated by reference
into this section with the approval of
the Director of the Federal Register
under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR Part 51.
All approved material is available for
inspection at NIOSH, National Personal
Protection Technology Laboratory
(NPPTL), Bruceton Research Center, 626
Cochrans Mill Road, Pittsburgh, PA
15236. To arrange for an inspection at
NIOSH, ca\1412-386--6111. Copies are
also available for inspection at the
National Archives and Records
Administra tion (NARA). For
information on the availability of this
material at NARA, call 202- 741-6030 or
go to http://www.archives.gov/
federal_registerl
code_ofJedera l_regu lotions/
ibr locations.html.
(i) British Standards Institute, 389
Chiswick High Road, London W4 4AL,
UK, http://www.bsigroup.com/en/
Standards-and-Publicotions:
(i) BS EN 168:2002, Personal Eye
Protectors-Non-Optical Test Methods,
November 2001.
(ii) (Reserved]
(2] International Organization for
Standardization, 1, ch. de la Voie
Creuse, Case postale 56, CH-1211
Geneva 20, Switzerland, h ttp ://
www. iso. orglisol store. h tm:
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(i) ISO 4855-1981(E), Personal Eye
Protectors-Non-Optical T est Methods.
First edition April 1, 1981.
(ii) [Reserved]
(3) U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, 2401 E Street, NW.,
MS #9800, Washington, DC 20241
0001. These reports are also available
from NIOSH upon request 1-800-CDC
INFO (232-4636).
(i) Pittsburgh Research Center (PRC)
Report No. 4294, Evaluation of the
Safety of One-Hour Chemical Self
Rescuers, July 1980;
(ii) Report of Investigations (RI) 8890,
Evaluation of the Safety o f One-Hour
Compressed Oxygen Sel f-Rescuers
Results of Destructive Testing. 1984;
(iii) RI 933 3 Evaluati on of the Safety
of the CSE SR-100 Self-Contained Self
Rescuer, 1991.
§ 84.309 Additional testing and
requirements for dockable CCERs.

(a) NIOSH will conduct additional
testing of the CCERs that are designed
to a ll ow the user to resupply the oxygen
source and the carbon dioxide scrubber
while using the respirator during an
escape.
(1) NIOSH will test the docking
mechanism and procedure to ensure
that they maintain the integri ty of the
breathing circuit (against the intake of
hazardous fumes or gases) and the
continuity of the breathing gas supply
throughout the docking process.
(2) NIOSH will test the docking
mechauism and procedure to ensure
that users can employ the docking
process reliably, safely, and quickly
under escape conditions.
(b) NIOSH will designate CCERs that
pass the tests specified in this section as
"Dockable."
(c) N10SH will assign the capacity
rating to the <lockable CCER, as
s pecified under§ 84.304(d), by
conducting the capacity tes ting using
only the breathing gas suppl y included
for the initial use of the wearable
apparatus.

(d) NIOSH will test the supplemental
capaci ties of all breathing gas res upply
units produced by the manufacturer for
use with the <lockable CCER. Such tests
will follow procedures consistent with
th ose specified under § 84.304,
including the rating requi rements in
§ 84.304(d]. The manufacturer must
label the breathing gas resupply unit to
indicate its capacity as tested by NIOSH
and its compatibility with the CCER for
which it is designed.
(el NIOSH may require the applicant
to provide a dditio nal units of the CCER
and breathing gas resupply units to
conduct the testing specified in this
section.
(f) NIOSH will not approve a CCER
with docking components, with or
with out the " Dockable" NlOSH
designation, unless it satisfies the
testing and other require ments of this
section.
§ 84.310 Post-approval testing .

(a) NlOSH wi II periodically test the
capacity aud performance of units of
approved CCERs.
(bl NIOSH may test units that are new
and/or units that have been deployed in
the field and have remaining service
life.
(c) NIOSH will conduct su ch testing
pursuant to the methods specified in
§§ 84.303 through 84 .305 , except as
provided under paragraph (d) of this
section.
(d) The numbers of units of an
approved CCER to be tested under thi s
section may exceed the n umbers of
units specified for testing in§§ 84.304
and 84.305.
(e) Failure of a unit to meet the
capacity and performance requirements
of this section may result in revocation
o f th e approval for the CCER or in
requirements for specific remedial
actions to a ddress the cause or causes of
the failure .
(f) NIOSH will replace deployed uuits
obtained for testing with new NIOSH-
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approved units of the same or similar
design. at no cost to the employer.
(g) To maintain the approved s tatus of
a CCER, an applicant must make
available for purchase by N10SH. within
3 months of a N10SH purchase request,
the number of units requested by the
Institute. Within any 12-month period,
NlOSH will not request to purchase
more than 100 units for post-approval
testing.
§ 84.311 Registration ol CCER units upon
purchase.

(a) The user instructi ons will include
a copy of procedures for registering the
units with NIOSH. The applicant can
obtain a copy of these procedures from
the NIOSH web page: http:/!

www.cdc.gov/nioshlnpptl.
(b) The applicant shall notify in
writing each purchaser of the purpose of
registering a unit with N10SH, as
specified under paragraph (c) of this
secti on. If the purchaser is a distributor
of the CCER, the applicant must request
in writing that the distributor
voluntarily notify in writing each of its
purchasers of the purpose of registering
a unit with NIOSH , as specified under
paragraph (c) of this section.
(c) "The National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) requests, but does not require,
that purchasers of this respirator register
each unit with NlOSH. Registration will
enable N10SH, which approved this
model o f r esp irator, to attempt to notify
you if a problem is discovered that
might affect the safety or performance of
this respirator. Registration will also
assis t N10SH in locating deployed units
to p eriodically evaluate whether thi s
respirator model is remaining effective
under field conditions of storage and
use.''
Dated: October 11 , 2011.
Kathleen Sebelius,
Secretary.
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